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Introduction
The murder of George Floyd while in police custody on May 25, 2020 sparked protests
throughout the nation and world. The nation’s attention was drawn to structural racism and
disparities in the criminal justice system and in life outcomes.
Locally, the first related demonstration occurred on Thursday, 28 May 20, when roughly 50
protesters entered the freeway in West Oakland. Protestors shut down the 27 Street/West
Grand Avenue exit on southbound Interstate 980. The protestors ultimately left the freeway
off-ramp and then walked to the Oakland Police Administration Building (PAB).
On Friday, 29 May 20, the City activated its Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to coordinate
the City’s operations during mass protests. Among other City employees, OPD, Fire
Department, and Public Works personnel staffed the EOC. The EOC was activated in this
manner for all seven days of operations. The City worked to facilitate peaceful protests and to
ensure public safety. During this time, there were inspiring protests—Oakland has a long and
proud tradition of social activism. Especially during the first week, there was also violence and
significant destruction throughout several Oakland communities. OPD Incident Commanders
and officers faced extraordinarily challenging conditions. All at once, there were scattered and
quickly swelling protests, violence, vandalism, looting, arson, and a high volume of service calls.
This strained City resources; the City relied on mutual aid for assistance.
Oakland Police Department’s policies call for a thorough review of various events during this
period. To that end, rigorous administrative review is underway by the Internal Affairs Division,
use-of-force reviewers, the Community Police Review Agency, as well as an independent
concurrent investigative review. Further, the federal Independent Monitoring Team in Allen, et
al. v. City of Oakland, et al., U.S.D.C. N.D. Cal. No. C 00-4599 WHO, is monitoring and providing
technical assistance on aspects of this review. In addition, the Department conducts quarterly
reviews of its crowd management and publishes the review on its website.
Against that backdrop, Oakland Police Department’s crowd management policy, Training
Bulletin III-G, also allows for an early After-Action Report to help the Department identify
“lessons learned and training opportunities” that are apparent within a short window of time
after certain events involving crowds, helping the Department continually grow as an
organization.
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Events Summary
From May 29, 2020 through June 4, 2020, among other events, the following occurred:












There were several daily protests, with some crowds reaching approximately
15,000 people.
Alameda County, and many cities in the County, including the City of Oakland
declared local emergencies and imposed curfew orders.
Approximately 200 businesses were looted and vandalized.
137 arson fires were set throughout Oakland.
There was violent crime, including multiple homicides and numerous shootings.
There was a shooting incident related to an incident of looting.
Two federal protective services uniformed officers were shot; one was killed.
Multiple first responders, including Oakland Police Officers, Mutual Aid Officers,
and Firefighters, were injured.
Mutual Aid was activated, providing additional resources to help manage the
large and disruptive violent protests.
More than 300 individuals were arrested with more investigations pending.
More than 700 calls for service were delayed of which 100 were priority calls.

Purpose/Scope
The purpose of this After-Action Report is to identify lessons and observations gleaned so far.
The Department anticipates that it will identify additional lessons learned, training points, and
opportunities for operational enhancements from the detailed administrative reviews that are
currently underway by various internal and external bodies.
Training Bulletin TB III-G, Section XI.C, provides as follows:
The IC shall evaluate the need for an After-Action report which
outlines the lessons learned and training opportunities, as well as
an assessment of the effectiveness and quality of the Operations
Plans. An After-Action Report will be completed within 30 days of
the event if one of the following events occurs:
6
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1. Mutual Aid is requested;
2. An unlawful assembly is declared;
3. Arrests are made for acts of civil disobedience;
4. Significant police resources are used to control the
event; or
5. Chemical agents or SIMS are used.
These events occurred between Friday, May 29, 2020 through Thursday, June 4, 2020, and this
After-Action Report focuses on that timeframe. The report draws from statistical information
related to arrests, complaints, uses of force, injuries, personnel used and mutual aid during
these days. The statistics provided are based on what was known at the time of publication.
Further, the report incorporates feedback from Operations Chiefs and Company Commanders
during the seven-day period.
This After-Action Report does not include an analysis of individual uses of force, complaints,
arrests, policies, or body worn camera (BWC) videos.
Uses of Force reports for each day will be reviewed by the use-of-force report writer’s chain of
command and subject to a Use of Force Review Board process according to policy. The multilevel review of uses of force is required pursuant to Oakland Police Department General Order
K-04 – Reporting and Investigating the Use of Force.
Complaints against personnel, in accordance with California Government Code Section
3304(d)(1), may take up to one (1) year to come to a finding. Nevertheless, the Department
strives to complete investigations of misconduct within 180 days, in accordance with Oakland
Police Department General Order M-03 – Complaints Against Departmental Personnel or
Procedures, unless otherwise approved by the Internal Affairs Commander.
As the Oakland Police Department moves forward through an assessment of events, uses of
force, personnel complaints and arrests, we will continue to evaluate policy for compliance
and/or potential policy revision when appropriate.
This After-Action Report will serve as a record of what is known now and is not meant to serve
as the final evaluation of Oakland Police Department rules, regulations, practices or policies
related to the events of May 29, 2020 through June 4, 2020 and/or the Department’s response.
In addition to this this After-Action Report, there will be further in-depth investigations and
reviews by internal and external bodies.
7
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Department Mission
The Oakland Police Department is committed to reducing crime and serving the community
through fair, quality policing.

Concept of Operations
Despite some intelligence being gathered for each period of operations, it was unknown what
would actually occur on each day of events. There was a need for a centralized concept of
operations. For each operational period, there was an incident commander and operations
chief. Briefings were held daily for the Mobile Field Force (MFF) in the PAB Auditorium. The incident
Commander and all subordinates were to utilize the Incident Command System for command
and control.
After receiving the operations briefing, personnel were initially deployed in companies to
monitor varied quadrants of the downtown and FOP (City Hall) and the Police Administration
Building. Additionally, other units in the Department were directed to respond as follows:





OPD Motors were to respond to traffic needs of the company commanders
Undercover officers (UCs) were to monitor interior crowds and area around the
demonstrations, providing real time updates of crowd size, activity, and demeanor. The
Quick Reaction Force (QRF) units were designated to conduct arrests and support UCs.
Cease-Fire Units were to monitor exterior crowd activity and act as a QRF.
The Tactical Negotiations Team (TNT) was to attempt to establish contact with the
group organizer(s) and provide updates regarding intel and direction of march.

OPD personnel were advised the following:






No later than one hour after briefing, platoons deploy in vans with an additional squad
in marked vehicles.
Facilitate marches and rallies in the area as directed.
Identify and arrest individuals committing crimes when safe or tactically sound to do so.
Be prepared to maneuver Mobile Field Forces in order to assist in crowd containment,
control and mass arrests, if required.
On order, patrol designated areas, maintaining visibility, enforcing laws and citing for
infractions.
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On order, provide force protection for vital facilities.

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was activated for each of the seven days of operations.

Contingency Planning:
Briefings covered certain situations or contingencies, and the following strategies to respond to
these situations or contingencies. This was not meant to be an exhaustive list of potential
situations of contingencies.









If a large group marches on public roadways – OPD personnel will facilitate peaceful
marches until the hours of darkness or under the discretion of the Incident Commander.
If individuals obstruct free flow of vehicle traffic at major thoroughfares or intersections
causing significant disruption to commute traffic, safety and/or commerce – OPD will
assess the time, place, and manner in which people are engaged in these acts. The
Incident Commander shall make the determination whether or not to remove people
from intersections or thoroughfares based on the severity of the impacts if nothing is
done to remove them. The Incident Commander shall balance the level of disruption to
traffic against the OPD policy of facilitating 1st Amendment activity; the practicality of
relegating the crowd to sidewalks or an alternate-route; the expected duration of the
disruption, and the traffic disruption expected in making a mass arrest if demonstrators
refuse to leave the street.
If individuals enter and take over a building or private lot refusing to leave – OPD will
identify the building owner and determine if police services are requested to remove the
trespassing occupants (unless obvious and on-going crimes are occurring; fire set,
vandalism). If police services are requested, OPD shall surround the building or lot and
contain the occupants. OPD will provide announcements directing trespassers to
immediately leave and shall arrest anyone found exiting the building or lot. OPD shall
determine a tactical plan to enter the building or lot and arrest remaining trespassers.
If individuals damage property – At the direction of a commander and when tactically
feasible, arrest team(s) will make surgical arrests of individuals who damage or destroy
property.
If individuals set fires – OPD will use fire extinguishers to put out small trashcan fires. If
needed, OPD escort officers will provide force protection to OFD to put out larger fires. At
the direction of a commander, arrest team(s) will make surgical arrests of individuals who
set fires.
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If shots are fired from within the crowd – OPD officers shall try to identify the shooter
and react with the appropriate force, if possible. If there is no immediately identifiable
target, then officers shall seek immediate cover positions. The on-scene commander will
decide if the use of chemical agents, smoke or diversionary devices should be deployed to
disperse the crowd, and/or shooter. Undercover officers will not engage shooters by
drawing their weapons unless they are required to defend their own life.
If individuals erect tents, canopies, and other structures with the intent to lodge
without permission on public property or violate park curfews – At the direction of a
commander and when tactically feasible, arrest team(s) will cite or arrest violators.

Mutual Aid Plan:
In the event, mutual aid was requested by OPD for an Oakland incident or event, each agency
that responded to the City’s request for mutual aid was to be briefed at the staging area on
OPD’s Crowd Management and Use or Force policies and given an overview or the operation
plan detailing the Commander’s intent (if feasible). Each agency was to be assigned an OPD
liaison (pathfinder) to maintain the Incident Commander’s command and control,
communication and situational awareness while executing the mission (if available).
All OPD policies and procedures remained unchanged given OPD mutual aid response to
outside agencies and jurisdictions.

Arrest Plan / Procedures:
Our mission was not to arrest every law violator but instead to manage the entire event.
Personnel were directed to strive to not create situations which needlessly exacerbated the
overall incident. When tactically feasible, arrests were to be made as safely and quickly as
possible for incidents of violence or property damage.
Where a criminal act occurred within a large crowd, efforts shall be made to identify the
suspect(s) for arrest(s). Field commanders shall consider the safety of officers and bystanders in
their decision to move into a crowd to make an arrest. Where directed, arrest teams shall
deploy to make surgical arrests. Arrest teams will be equipped with sufficient protective gear to
complete the arrest or possible officer rescue. The field commander shall assess the situation
and request the necessary resources to take action. On-scene personnel shall advise the best
route to respond. Officers shall not abandon their posts, unless it becomes unsafe, to respond
to other problems unless directed to do so by a supervisor or commander.
Individual arrests shall comply with Departmental policies and procedures. The field supervisors
maintain the responsibility to ensure the procedures briefing takes place during line-up or as
10
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needed. Juveniles shall be separated from adult offenders and processed in accordance with
Departmental policy. Arrest teams shall be responsible for completing and submitting a
separate supplemental report documenting each arrest at the conclusion of the operation.
Officers shall cite out misdemeanor violations unless there is reasonable likelihood that the
offense would continue or resume or that the safety of persons or property would be
immediately endangered by the release of the person (in accordance with section 853.6i(7) of
the California Penal Code). Offenses that are likely to continue must be supported by
articulable facts.
In the event of riotous behavior, a field commander will evaluate and recommend if the crowd
should be dispersed. The Incident Commander or Operations Commander shall make the
determination. Dispersal orders may be made in the following conditions:





When crowd violence targets law enforcement personnel at a level likely to cause injury
to personnel and arrests are not possible or are not likely to succeed.
When crowd violence includes arson and arrests are not possible or likely to succeed.
When crowd violence targets buildings/property with felony malicious mischief and
arrests are not possible or likely to succeed.
When individuals in the crowd begin to attack other people in the crowd with force
likely to produce injuries requiring medical assistance and arrests are not possible or
likely to succeed.

Dispersal orders may be given even if arrests are possible and have been made so that order
may be restored among the remaining members of the group. The field commander will give or
direct another to provide the dispersal order contained in TB III-G ensuring that it is heard and
documented. If officers are directed to use “flex” cuffs, they must mark each side of the “lock”
to show the position of the cuffs at the time of arrest. Additionally, arresting officers shall place
their serial numbers on their flex cuffs.

Use of Force Plan:
The Incident Commander, field commanders and field supervisors shall make every effort to
ensure that the police mission is accomplished as efficiently and unobtrusively as possible with
the highest regard for the human dignity and liberty of all persons and with minimal reliance on
the use of physical force.
Departmental General Order K-3 applies. The deployment of chemical agents shall be at the
direction of the Incident Commander (unless exigent circumstances exist). If command
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directed, field commanders shall provide specific direction on the type of munition and location
of deployment. If an Unlawful Assembly (407 PC) is declared and a dispersal order, and persons
refuse to leave, a second warning(s), if feasible, shall be made prior to the use of chemical
agents, allowing persons another opportunity to leave voluntarily. Use of specialty impact
munitions shall not be indiscriminate nor used to disperse a non-violent crowd. Officers shall
make an effort to arrest suspects when force is used to gain compliance. Chemical agents and
specialty impact munitions shall only be deployed as authorized by OPD policy and in limited
situations provided pursuant to Training Bulletin III-G.
All personnel involved in a use of force shall complete a supplemental report articulating the
circumstances and justifications for their individual decision to use force. In addition, such
personnel shall submit a completed Preliminary Use of Force Report (PUFR) to their supervisor
for approval (if available). Supervisors shall write the UOF report for their squad even if they are
a witness, during this event. If they directed the UOF, they will not write the UOF. If they have a
UOF, another supervisor shall write the UOF report per policy. Reports may be handwritten or
completed on FBR per supervisor/commander’s directive. In the event a report is handwritten,
the approving supervisor shall print his/her name and then sign it.

Commanders’ Intent
Throughout the seven days, the Incident Commanders had the same operational intent. This
intent was captured in the Mission, Purpose, Key Tasks, Mutual Aid and desired End State for
Each Day as outlined below:
Mission
The Oakland Police Department will conduct crowd management for the planned
protests and any impromptu protests, in order to maintain public peace and
order. This will be done with an effort to:






Maintain officer safety.
Protect life.
Protect property.
Protect vital facilities; and
Uphold Constitutional Rights of free speech and lawful assembly.
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Purpose
To facilitate planned or spontaneous and lawful rallies and marches in
compliance with Department policy as directed in Training Bulletin III-G, OPD
Crowd Control and Crowd Management Policy. Those who participate in acts of
crime, violence and vandalism will be arrested if and when safe to do so. Mutual
Aid response to requests will be handled in accordance with General Order L-03.
Crowd size and available Department resources will factor into police response
for this operation.
OPD intends to execute this operation in a cooperative manner and, to the extent
possible, without requiring the use of force. To that end, OPD will try to identify
group leaders, organizers, coordinators and to initiate dialogue to seek their
cooperation. The OPD Tactical Negotiations Team will carry out this task. Any
response to this event is contingent on the number of protesters/marchers and
their behavior. Arrests will be made only if safe to do so, and, if time and
circumstances allow, arrests will be directed based on incident commander or
platoon commander discretion. The Incident Commander will be responsible for
the overall Command and Control of this operation. Decisions about crowd
dispersal and general strategies about crowd containment or crowd redirection,
multiple simultaneous arrests, planned individual arrests, or planned use of force
shall be made at the level of the Incident Commander or higher.
Strong supervision and command are essential to maintaining a unified,
measured and effective police response. Impulsive or independent actions by
officers are to be avoided. Police personnel must maintain professional demeanor
and remain neutral in word and action despite unlawful or anti-social behavior
on the part of crowd members. Unprofessional police behavior can inflame a
tense situation and make crowd control efforts more difficult and dangerous.
OPD will endeavor to enforce applicable laws and arrest specific individuals who
are committing crimes. The police may not disperse a demonstration or crowd
event before demonstrators have acted illegally or before the demonstrators
pose a clear and present danger of imminent violence.
In the event of a declaration of an unlawful assembly, OPD will disperse crowds in
an orderly manner to predetermined egress routes and arrest individuals who fail
to disperse.
Repeated announcements will be made advising them of our intent to arrest
them if they do not leave. Announcements shall be made in different locations if
the crowd is large and noisy. Sufficient time will be allotted for those who wish to
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leave before any further police action is taken. Those remaining and refusing to
leave will be cited or arrested.
OPD will follow and will request all law enforcement agencies participating
pursuant to a mutual aid request to follow OPD policies respecting crowd control
management, unlawful assemblies, use of chemical agents and less-lethal impact
munitions, use of force, arrests, and transporting in-custody individuals to jail.
If Mutual aid is requested to Oakland, responding agency personnel will be
briefed on the operation at the staging location and their crowd control
munitions will be inspected (if feasible).
Key Tasks
The following is a list of mission-essential tasks:












Attempt dialogue with event leaders/organizers/coordinators. Attempt
dialogue if march or event remains in or is directed through Oakland.
Monitor the rally/march within Oakland and facilitate the march on
Oakland streets if necessary.
Prevent/Respond to acts of violence and major acts of property
damage/vandalism and arrest those responsible for the acts when
tactically feasible and safe to do so.
Enforce applicable laws by identifying and arresting specific individuals
engaged in unlawful behavior when tactically safe and feasible to do so.
If necessary, issue dispersal orders and disperse crowds in an orderly
manner to predetermined egress routes. Safely cite/arrest individuals who
fail to disperse.
Process arrestees in accord with OPD policy/procedures.
Investigate uses of force, complaints and criminal acts in accord with OPD
policy/procedures.
Request Patrol Division support from the on-duty Watch Commander.
Cause mutual aid requests if insufficient OPD units or resources exist.
Maintain strong team discipline.

Mutual Aid
As the Law Enforcement Regional Mutual Aid Coordinator, the Alameda County
Sheriff’s Office coordinated the mutual aid response by law enforcement
agencies throughout the region. All requests for mutual aid will be made through
the Incident Commander. All mutual aid responders shall check in at the main
staging area. Relevant OPD policies shall be provided to all participating outside
14
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agencies responding to a request for mutual aid including TB III-G (Crowd Control
and Crowd Management).
All mutual aid agencies shall be briefed on the current Operations Plan by a
commander. Each participating outside agency responding to a request for
mutual aid shall be assigned an OPD liaison (pathfinder), if available. Pathfinders
shall be equipped with body worn cameras (BWCs). Pathfinders shall utilize BWCs
to record mutual aid agency attire (uniform) and activate when mutual aid units
are engaged with a crowd. Pathfinders shall advise via the primary
communications channel when they observe any mutual aid officer use force.
Pathfinders shall include name of agency using force, type of force used (e.g. gas,
bean bag, baton, etc.), location, and any visible identifier (e.g. helmet number,
name tag, rank insignia, etc.) for the officer using force.
Prior to deployment, a complete inventory of all munitions and chemical agents
possessed by mutual aid responders shall be completed and documented to
ensure identification and approval by an OPD commander. The approving OPD
commander shall brief the Operations Commander for final approval of
munitions and chemical agents possessed by mutual aid responders. Munitions
and chemical agents not approved by the Operations Commander shall not be
deployed by any agency. If a mutual aid responder refuses to comply with this
directive that agency shall not be utilized for any assignment where munitions
are likely to be deployed.
End State for Each Day
This operation will be successful if the following conditions are achieved at the
conclusion of each deployment period:




First Amendment rights exercised and upheld.
No Uses of Force occur, or only objectively reasonable force is used while
executing this mission.
All tasks are completed without preventable or unnecessary injuries to
citizens, officers or suspects.

Acts of violence or vandalism successfully prevented, reduced, or otherwise
addressed through enforcement, arrest or investigation where prevention was
ineffective.
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Friday, 29 May 20
Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Bravo Commander
Charlie Commander

1700 hours to 0315 hours
The City of Oakland
LOP200529000418
20-026554
Deputy Chief R. Holmgren
Captain R. Wingate
Lieutenant M. Beaver
Lieutenant A. Tedesco
A/Lieutenant K. Kaney

Planned Events / Intelligence
Social media posts directed protestors to meet at Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP) an “FTP Vengeance
for George Floyd, Minneapolis Solidarity” demonstration on 29 May 20, at 2000 hours.
Sgt. Dinh, Sgt. S. Kim and TNT monitored social media, open source and local news stations
during the event.
Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates. Additionally, Sgt. Jones sent out open source
information, via email, she had found on the internet as summarized below (See Appendix B for
screen captures of the open source information):


“The Minneapolis Uprising Points the Way! Spread the Fiery Spirit of Minneapolis by Any
Means Necessary” This was a car caravan that was to meet on 29 May 20, at 1300
hours, at 1800 98th Ave and caravan to downtown Oakland.



blackbloctopus posted @queerbrutality “Peaceful alternative to tonight’s Oakland
protest organized by a Black woman” People were to meet at FOP at 1730 hours.
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AerinCreer posted @AngelAerin777 “Some of y’all aren’t ready to go into violent
protests and i think you should prepare better. Masks, glasses, gloves, hoodies, sneakers,
backpack, washcloth, cellular data OFF.”

Significant Events Summary
On May 29, 2020, the City activated its Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to coordinate the
City’s operations during mass protests. Among other City employees, OPD, Fire Department,
and Public Works personnel staffed the EOC. Between 1700 hours and 2000 hours, there were
up to 4000 demonstrators divided among two sites, City Hall and the PAB, which are seven
blocks apart along Broadway.
During the evening of Friday, May 29, the first of many large-scale events protesting of the
death George Floyd began in Oakland at Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP). Social media posts directed
protestors to meet at FOP for an “FTP Vengeance For George Floyd Minneapolis Solidarity
Demo” at 2000 hours.
At one point, officers reported that someone in the crowd was throwing bottles towards them.
Many others among the crowd directed anger towards the officers who were facilitating the
protests, but those protestors did so without throwing things. Near City Hall, people ripped
down boards covering small store fronts and some windows were damaged. More people came
to the area and one group managed to get onto Interstate I-880; causing traffic to halt. Mutual
Aid personnel reported that some of the people in the groups were throwing bottles and
setting off fireworks. Additionally, OPD officers reported that people in the crowd were
throwing rocks and bottles at them.
At 2121 hours, about 6000 people were in front of the PAB. Some people were reported to
have been throwing rocks and bottles at officers. A short while later, and over the course of a
few minutes, unlawful assembly and dispersal orders were given in English and Spanish.
Chemical munitions were subsequently deployed when the crowd remained unruly, dangerous
and failed to disperse.
At 2148 hours, two federal security officers were shot blocks away from Oakland City Hall and
the PAB. One of the security officers died and the other was critically wounded.
Over the next few hours, there was significant looting, arson and vandalism in the downtown,
uptown and China Town area with reports of subjects throwing Molotov Cocktail incendiary
devices at officers.
The EOC closed at 0315 hours.
17
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See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.

Planning
Lt. C. Shannon was assigned as the Planning Chief for this event. He completed staff detail.
The Operations Chief, Captain R. Wingate, conducted briefings and completed the operations
plan.

Logistics
Logistics was handled by the Training Section. All personnel brought assigned equipment.
Logistics supplied vans for deployment.

Finance
Fiscal Manager S. Shavies was the Finance Chief for this event.
Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized and days off were cancelled.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
Safety officer duties were covered by the Oakland Fire Department.
There were eighteen (18) reported officer injuries. None of them required transportation to a
medical facility.
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Staging / Liaison
Acting Captain J. Encinias managed Staging and Liaison for this event. The staging area was

established at 600 Washington (PAB).
Mutual Aid consisted of the following:

Staff
ing
ACSO
77
Alameda PD
13
Berkeley PD
34
Contra Costa County SO
70
East Bay Regional Parks Police
4
Falck Ambulance
8
Fremont/Union City/Newark
30
Hayward PD
26
Marin County SO
20
Marin County SO
20
Piedmont PD (attached to UC Berkeley) 2
San Leandro PD
16
San Mateo SO
43
Santa Cruz SO
25
Santa Cruz SO
25
SFPD
13
Solano County SO
48
Sonoma County SO
25
UC Berkeley PD
17
TOTAL 516
Agency

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers, Officer J. Watson (PIO) and Officer F. Aisthorpe (PIO) were assigned to
this event and responded to media requests. Many of the articles in the media for this
operation period centered around the multiple fires, numerous instances of looting and the
murder of a Federal Security officer and the shooting of his partner.
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Following the events of 29 May 20, there were news articles referencing the events as follows
(not an exhaustive list):








Oakland George Floyd Protest Turns Angry As Marchers Block Freeway, Start
Looting https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/05/29/oakland-george-floydprotesters-block-traffic-on-i-880-in-both-directions/
Oakland protest of George Floyd’s killing declared ‘unlawful assembly,’ police
use tear gas https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/05/29/protestors-gather-forminneapolis-solidarity-demonstration-in-oakland-following-george-floyds-killing/
Fires, tear gas, looting at Friday night George Floyd protest in Oakland
https://www.sfchronicle.com/crime/article/San-Jose-police-deploy-tear-gas-firerubber-15304376.php
Authorities identify federal officer killed in Oakland during George Floyd protest
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/authorities-identify-federal-officerkilled-oakland-during-george-floyd-protest-n1220516

Use of Force
Use of Force
The use of force was reported. See Statistical Data for this date for a breakdown of the levels of
force reported.
Tango Team
Four (4) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. Munitions were deployed.

Arrests
There were twenty-five (25) arrests made. The most common arrest appeared to be for 459 PC
– Burglary. See the chart on the next page for arrest details.

Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

1 – Deputy Chief
2 – Captains
6 – Lieutenants
35 – Sergeants
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171 – Officers
2 – PCDs
1 – PRS
1 – PST
219 – Total OPD Members
Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event

516

Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

Estimated total of 6,000 participants at its
peak.

Complaints

2 Reported

Use of Force Level 1

Zero

Use of Force Level 2

1

Use of Force Level 3

116

Use of Force Level 4

93 (69 of which were Type 32s)

Total Uses of Force

210

Overtime Expenditures

1269.5 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

24 (12 were Oakland residents)

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

1 (Not an Oakland resident)

Citations (moving, ped & registration)

Zero

Officers Injured

18

Subject Injuries
Uninvolved Party Injuries

2
None identified

Observations




150 mutual aid officers arrived before officers were deployed for crowd management.
On subsequent days, in contrast, mutual aid officers arrived after OPD had already
deployed its officers for crowd management. Given OES requirements, it is not always
possible to secure mutual aid officers in advance of a deployment, but when it is
possible, doing so is helpful.
Personnel moved well together when they operated as complete squad, platoon or
company. As elements were sent to different areas and assignments, it was very clear
what they were tasked to accomplish. Examples of instructions such as, “parallel the
crowd to the east, but do not show,” “go to FOP and protect City Hall,” and “move to the
north, prevent looters from reaching xxxx,” made clear what needed to be accomplished
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and provided sufficient latitude to meet the objectives.
Officers maintained a professional demeanor in the face of anger, hostility, and violent
acts being directed towards them.
The radio communication was effective and efficient. Often, protest and riotous events
can include large amounts of radio traffic that adds little overall value and potentially
makes coordination more difficult. However, radio traffic for this event, for the most
part, remained clear and concise.
There was a deliberate effort to not get drawn into conflict outside of protecting life and
to avoid moving too quickly or too far. This prevented personnel from being encircled.
Two federal security officers were shot while guarding the Ronald V. Dellums Federal
Building parking garage at the corner 12th Street and Jefferson Street. One of the
officers did not survive the shooting. Even though this murder occurred little more than
a block away from active protests and riotous behavior, OPD personnel rendered aid
and gathered evidence the best they could until it was no longer safe to do so. Both
security officers were evacuated from the area without haste. Personnel collected
evidence and evacuated the area only when the danger posed was greater than the
need to maintain the crime scene.
At certain chaotic points, the Incident Commander took control over the radio and
helped maintain calm and focus.
There were simply not enough officers to prevent looting and fires.
Some skirmish lines exposed officers’ backs to violent crowds. When possible, the
Department should strive to set up skirmish lines in a manner that does expose officers
to volatile actions from a direction out of their peripheral.
We need to be ready for mass arrests. We travel in vans during mobile field forces, but
we are not allowed to transport prisoners in the vans. Thus, a single arrest can bog
down up to 10 officers at one time. Wagons may be a potential solution, but they are
not always available when they are needed.
When we had mass looting and potentially could have arrested 50-100 looters, logistics
dictated our response. We need to be ready for mass arrests.
We should consider developing a checklist to help check in mutual aid agencies more
quickly and thus allow them to deploy into the field more rapidly.
Many outside agencies would not split their team to cover multiple locations. We should
consider whether multiple pathfinders for larger groups could help with this.
Many agencies did not have the ability to be mobile in vehicles after checking in. This
created slower response times.
Some outside agencies did not follow instructions to check in when they arrived, but
instead self-deployed.
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Federal Investigators later determined that the Federal Protective officers were shot by a pair of
anti-government extremists who targeted them specifically using the demonstrations as cover for
their crimes. One of the Federal protective officers was killed and the other was

Saturday, 30 May 20

wounded.

Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Deputy Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Bravo Commander
Charlie Commander

1600-0230 hours
The City of Oakland
LOP200530000663
20-026713
Deputy Chief L. Armstrong
Captain P. Figueroa
Captain N. Joshi
Captain T. Jones
Acting Captain E. Lewis
Captain C. Bolton

Planned Events / Intelligence
The following were specific events scheduled from 1200 hours to 1900 hours on 30 May 20 that
include the following (See Appendix B for screen captures of the open source information for
two of the listed events):





1200 – 1400 hours at San Francisco “Justice and Solidarity for George Floyd”
1300 hours in Oakland at the Grand Lake Theater
1800 – 1900 hours in San Leandro at ACSO Eden Township Substation
1900 hours in Emeryville at the Emeryville Shopping Center Target

Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates.
Sgt. C. Wong and Sgt. M. Valladon and TNT monitored social media, open source and local news
stations during the event.
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Significant Events Summary
On 30 May 20, there were fewer protestors than the night before. OPD officers and mutual aid
personnel responded to widespread organized caravans of looters that struck throughout the
night indifferent areas, beginning with looting in Emeryville and on the Oakland/Emeryville
border, as well as arson, vandalism and looting in Oakland. The evening began almost
immediately with looting along the Oakland/Emeryville border as well as rocks thrown at a
Berkeley PD officer. Units continued monitoring a small group forming at 14th & Broadway
while addressing the issues at Best Buy and Home Depot. Looting continued unimpeded in
Emeryville’s Bay St shopping area.
At 1900 hours, the crowd was initially noted to be around 15 to 40 people but eventually grew
to around 300 people by 2030 hours. At about 2114, the first of many incidences of rocks and
bottles thrown at OPD officers were reported to have occurred. At around 2117 hours, the
main group of 300 merged with another group of 200. The group of 500 headed northbound
and began to march.
At around 2200 hours, the crowd reached a high of about 700 people marching through west
Oakland and the downtown area. At around this same time, there was a report of shots fired at
the Decathlon sporting goods store in Emeryville on the Oakland border. There were patches of
groups operating throughout the west Oakland and downtown area simultaneously.
At around 2228 hours, there was a group of around 300 at FOP. Some in the group were
involved with throwing rocks and bottles and munitions were deployed. Announcements were
made and the group began to move northbound away from FOP.
Over the course of the next three hours, there were multiple instances of looting, debris (rocks,
brick, bottles) thrown at law enforcement and subsequent munitions deployments. Just after
0100 hours, announcements were made for people to clear the area. A mini sideshow
developed at 19th Street and Broadway. Subjects began to throw objects from the moving
vehicles at officers and other vehicles.
At 0120 hours, officers requested emergency assistance (Code 3 cover) at 16th Street and
Telegraph Ave. Shortly thereafter, there was a CS munitions deployment that sent a crowd of
6o to 70 people northbound and then eastbound. Over the next hour, the crowds began to
thing out and the acts of looting, violence, vandalism and arson began to dissipate.
The EOC closed at 0220 hours.
See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.
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Planning
Lt. Shannon and Lt. Yu were the Planning Chiefs. Lt. Yu completed the detail.
Captain Wingate conducted briefings and Lt. Yu prepared the Operations Plan on behalf of DC
Armstrong.

Logistics
Sgt. N. Calonge was assigned as the Logistics Section Chief for this event. All personnel brought
assigned equipment. Logistics supplied vans for deployment and food.

Finance
Fiscal Manager S. Shavies was the Finance Chief for this event.
Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized and days off were cancelled.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
Safety officer duties were covered by the Oakland Fire Department.
There were no reported officer injuries.

Staging / Liaison
Acting Captain J. Encinias managed Staging and Liaison for this event. The staging area was

established at 600 Washington (PAB).
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Mutual Aid consisted of the following:
Agency

Staffing
CHP
88
ACSO
80
Contra Costa County SO
110
San Leandro PD
16
Berkeley PD
36
Vallejo PD
9
Vacaville (Not Deployed/No Mutual Aid Order
35
UC Berkeley PD
17
Hayward PD
27
Fremont/Union City/Newark
29
Alameda PD
14
Santa Cruz SO
21
Piedmont PD
2
Pleasanton PD
7
San Mateo SO
59
Falck Ambulance
3
TOTAL
553

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers, Officer J. Watson (PIO) and Officer F. Aisthorpe (PIO) were assigned to
this event and responded to media requests.
Following the events of 30 May 20, there were news articles referencing the events as follows
(not an exhaustive list):




Looting follows George Floyd protests in SF, Oakland with fire set in Westfield mall
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Looting-vandalism-follows-George-Floydprotests-15306147.php
East Bay stores looted amid violent protests https://www.kron4.com/news/bayarea/east-bay-stores-looted-amid-violent-protests/
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Use of Force
Use of Force
The use of force was reported. See Statistical Data for this date for a breakdown of the levels of
force reported.
Tango Team
Four (4) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. Munitions were deployed.

Arrests
There were twenty-two (22) arrests made. The predominant charge was 459 PC – Burglary.

Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event
Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

1 – Deputy Chief
8 – Captains
13 – Lieutenants
1 - Manager
58 – Sergeants
290 – Officers
3 – Dispatchers
374 – Total OPD Members
553

Complaints

The crowd sizes varied during this operation
from 15 to 700 at any one location. It is of
note that there were crowds numbering the
hundreds at multiple locations simultaneously.
Please see the Significant Events portion of
this date’s report for further details regarding
crowd size, location and movements.
1 Reported

Use of Force Level 1

Zero

Use of Force Level 2

5

Use of Force Level 3

74
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Use of Force Level 4

62 (41 of which were Type 32s)

Total Uses of Force

141

Overtime Expenditures

4933.75 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

21 (11 of which were Oakland residents)

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

1 (not an Oakland resident)

Citations (moving, ped & registration)

ZERO

Officers Injured

None identified

Subject Injuries

1

Uninvolved Party Injuries

None identified

Observations










Personnel moved well together as they operated as complete squad/platoon/company.
Units stayed focused despite the violence and looting going on around them. For
example, at one point, units came upon someone who had just been hit by a car.
Despite the chaos, officers had the wherewithal to get Code 3 medical and put out a
suspect vehicle description. This showed a dedication to community service despite the
active disorder all around.
There was a shooting during looting at Decathlon Sports in Emeryville (Oakland border).
The suspect was quickly taken into custody and a gun was recovered.
OPD Injury information was not collected in a centralized fashion and tracking injuries
was problematic. OPD should reinstitute maintaining a safety officer at the EOC for
members to advise of injuries from the field.
Tango Teams self-dispatched on a few occasions. This is not ideal for team unity or for
keeping account of platoon numbers.
At some points during the operational period, there were hundreds of people marching
in the downtown area but there were simultaneous acts of violence occurring near the
Oakland/Emeryville border (Best Buy & Decathlon) and in the City of Emeryville (BevMo, UNIQLO, etc.) that needed dedicated air traffic. For such operations, the
Department should consider having a separate, dispatcher staffed, radio channel for
units on the fringe areas. The channel should be pre-patched with our main channel.
This would allow for combining and separating the traffic as needed. These two areas of
deployment were 2.5 to 3 miles apart and required different methods of response.
The organized caravans of looters simultaneously targeting different merchant areas
around Oakland and adjacent cities emerged as a new phenomenon that would repeat
across the region over the next several days. Their numbers peaked at around 900
several nights later, and the tactics of violence and destruction with waves of successive
looters quickly overwhelmed local agencies. Planning for these situations should be
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incorporated into future regional responses.
Best Buy was looted more than once. The initial response to Best Buy was combined
OPD and ACSO but there appears to have been a miscommunication about the securing
of the building. After the second round of looting was cleared, OPD remained on scene
until the contractors arrived on scene to secure the property.
There did not seem to be a preplanned response for looting in East Oakland, potentially
resulting in a slower response once it began. The Department should consider at least
one squad be staged at the Eastmont Substation, during such events, to serve as an antilooting Quick Reaction Force.

Sunday, 31 May 20
Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Bravo Commander
Charlie Commander

1100-0430 hours
The City of Oakland
LOP200531000111
20-026817
Deputy Chief Roland Holmgren
Captain R. Wingate
Captain T. Jones
A/Captain E. Lewis
Captain Joshi

Planned Events / Intelligence
The following are specific events in and around Oakland scheduled from 1400 hours to 1600
hours on 31 May 20 that include the following (See Appendix B for screen captures of the open
source information for the two listed events):



Oakland, Middle Harbor Shoreline Park. Anti-Police Terror Project 1400-1600 hours.
San Francisco, City Hall @ 1500 hours.

Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates.
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Sgt. C. Wong, Sgt. M. Valladon and TNT monitored social media, open source and local news
stations during the event.

Significant Events Summary
On Sunday May 31st, there were peaceful protests during the day. OPD officers helped facilitate
these protests. There were two major significant events planned for Sunday, May 31St.
The first event started the Children’s Fairyland amphitheater at noon and was peaceful.
The second was a large caravan sponsored by the Anti-Police Terror Project (APTP) in the
parking lot at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park in the Port of Oakland. It was scheduled from 1400
hours to 1600 hours. Given the size of the caravan and proximity to on ramps at the Port of
Oakland, there was great concern the caravan would try and takeover the Bay Bridge.
However, before the caravan began, OPD received credible intelligence the caravan would
remain on city streets. As the caravan slowly moved through West Oakland and then the
downtown area, protestors began to congregate in the City Hall amphitheater in FOP.
At the peak, there were about 800 protestors in FOP. TNT attempted to establish
communication with protestors at FOP but were met with resistance. Due to size of the
caravan and group already in FOP, mutual aid was requested at 1513 hours. Various groups
marched around the downtown and Lake Merritt area.
At 1622 hours, there a group of around 150 trying to overtake CHP to gain access to the
Interstate 580 on-ramp near Lakeshore. An OPD Tango Team responded and a skirmish line
was established. At about that same time, there was a group of about 1,000 people at the
Cleveland Cascade steps on the east side of the lake.
At 1734 hours, there was a subject in a damaged car in the intersection of 14th/Broadway. The
subject fled by driving on the sidewalk and then fled on foot. The subject had been armed and
was taken into custody. A firearm was recovered. After the arrest, the crowd became hostile
and officers called for an all hands emergency response (940B). Chemical munitions were
deployed.
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From around 1835 hours until around 2030 hours, there was a group of around 200 people
marching in the area north of the PAB and south of FOP. Some in the group threw “snap pops”
at the officers but the group dispersed after TNT made facilitating announcements for people
to leave the area.
From 2030 hours until after 0400 hours, there was widespread looting and vandalism
throughout the City of Oakland and at least two shootings. Officers made arrests when
appropriate and when safe to do so.
At 0011 hours, there were shots fired at the PAB but thankfully there were no injuries. Suspect
vehicle is white Lexus with black fenders. The suspect vehicle was located near the 19th Street
and San Pablo Ave. Suspects fled from the vehicle. A perimeter and search was initiated and
three suspects were taken into custody.
At 0106 hours, there was a shooting at Jack London Square. The suspect vehicle was
located by ARGUS and three suspects were detained in the Acorn housing development.
A firearm was recovered.
The EOC closed at 0430 hours.
See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.

Planning
Lt. Shannon and Lt. Yu were the Planning Chiefs. Lt. Yu completed the detail.
Captain Wingate conducted briefings and Lt. Yu prepared the Operations Plan on behalf of DC
Holmgren.

Logistics
Sgt. N. Calonge was assigned as the Logistics Section Chief for this event. All personnel brought assigned
equipment. Logistics supplied vans for deployment and food.

Finance
Fiscal Manager S. Shavies was the Finance Chief for this event.
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Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized and days off were cancelled.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
Safety officer duties were covered by the Oakland Fire Department.
There were three (3) reported officer injuries. None of them required transportation to a
medical facility.

Staging / Liaison
Acting Captain W. Lau managed Staging and Liaison for this event. The staging area was established
at 600 Washington (PAB).
Mutual Aid consisted of the following:
Agency
Livermore PD
ACSO
Albany PD
Berkeley PD
Fremont/Union City/Newark
Piedmont PD
Marin County SO
Falck Ambulance
TOTAL

Staffing
5
96
2
50
27
2
18
3
203

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers, Officer J. Watson (PIO) and Officer F. Aisthorpe (PIO) were assigned to
this event and responded to media requests.
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Following the events of 31 May 20, there were news articles referencing the events as follows
(not an exhaustive list):





Nearly 60 Arrested As Unruly Night Follows Peaceful Day Of Protests In Oakland
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/06/01/george-floyd-protests-unruly-nightoakland-nearly-60-arrested-fruitvale-neighborhood-stores-vandalized-looted/
George Floyd protests: Oakland institutes curfew, Reversing initial disavowal over
weekend, city officials ask for residents’ cooperation from
https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2020/06/01/george-floyd-protests-oakland-institutescurfew/
Oakland demonstrators face off with police on third night of George Floyd protests from
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Oakland-demonstrators-face-off-withpolice-on-15307203.php

Use of Force
Use of Force
The use of force was reported. See Statistical Data for this date for a breakdown of the levels of
force reported.
Tango Team
Four (4) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. Munitions were deployed.

Arrests
There were seventy-nine (79) arrests made. The predominant charge was 459 PC – Burglary.

Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

1 – Deputy Chief
6 – Captains
13 – Lieutenants
1 - Manager
62 – Sergeants
301 – Officers
3 – Dispatchers
387 – Total OPD Members
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Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event
Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

203
The crowd sizes and locations varied during
this operation. There were four (4) major
groups observed during this operation.






Group 1 ranged from 30-300
participants at any given time.
Group 2 ranged from 250-5000 cars at
any given time with an unknown
number of occupants/pedestrians.
Group 3 ranged from 200-800
pedestrians and bicyclists.
Group 4 was about 200 hundred
people throughout its duration.

Complaints

Please see the Significant Events portion of
this date’s report for further details regarding
crowd size, location and movements.
8 Reported

Use of Force Level 1

1

Use of Force Level 2

4

Use of Force Level 3

12

Use of Force Level 4

65 (31 of which were Type 32s)

Total Uses of Force

82

Overtime Expenditures

6715.50 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

76 (27 of which were Oakland residents)

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

3 (1 of which was an Oakland resident)

Citations (moving, ped & registration)

Zero

Officers Injured

3

Subject Injuries

1

Uninvolved Party Injuries

None identified

Observations


Our ability to use ARGUS to monitor the 5,000 cars in the Port of Oakland afforded us an
opportunity to deploy ground units only if/when needed. Considering the amount of
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work and hours asked of our personnel in the days leading up to this operational period,
this was helpful for our rank and file. Additionally, the fact that we had ARGUS
overhead meant that uniformed personnel remained largely out of sight, reducing
interaction with crowds.
There were shots fired at the PAB. Units at the PAB put out a vehicle description for
other units. The vehicle was ultimately located but the suspects fled on foot into a
parking garage. Officers showed due caution by not hastily following the suspects into
the garage. OPD and Berkeley PD command and supervisors coordinated a perimeter
and search teams for the suspects. Three suspects were eventually taken into custody
by Berkeley Police Officers. This showed a high level of perseverance by OPD personnel
in the face of violence and a wanton disregard for human life. The coordinated effort by
officers on scene relaying information to officers in the field help lead to a successful
end.
At one point, a crowd near the PAB was demanding access to the PAB and expressing
anger towards officers guarding the PAB. OPD commanders de-escalated this tense
situation by allowing officers to kneel with protesters.
In addition to the shooting at the PAB previously mentioned, the field units did an
excellent job handling a separate shooting less than an hour later. Shots were fired in
the area of Jack London Square. Officers located a suspect vehicle fleeing the area.
Ground units coordinated with ARGUS to track the vehicle without the need for a
pursuit. After the suspects fled on foot, they were taken into custody in an open
courtyard by officers directed in by ARGUS. In addition to the shooting incident, officers
were able to deduce that the suspects had just been involved in the burglary of a
marijuana business. Burglary loss and a firearm were recovered. Despite the chaos going
on throughout the city, ground units and supervisors did an excellent job coordinating
with air units to come to a successful end.
Despite having over 370 OPD personnel and 200 mutual aid personnel in the field
throughout the operational period, there were not enough to manage crowds and
address all the violence and property destruction. Given the multiple in-progress crimes
and crowd violence that arose during the operational period, we began to exceed our
bandwidth. This operational period had a high level of looting and civil unrest that
contributed to the necessity for the City of Oakland to institute a curfew effective June
1, 2020, at 2000 hours until 0500 hours the next day and until further notice. The
presence of additional mutual aid officers may have been helpful.
While responding to looting, OPD officers had to take statements and collect other
evidence related to a use of force, leaving them unavailable to address other looting.
This shows the usefulness of having a Use of Force Investigations Team assigned during
each operational period. It is true that each operational period is assigned at least one
main Use of Force Report Writer but during large scale activations, it would be prudent
to have one or more Use of Force Investigations Teams as to not detract from the main
mission of crowd control and crime (looting) prevention.
At one point, there were not enough vans available for deployment. Lt. Shannon found
a solution by having these units deploy in their patrol vehicles.
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Monday, 1 Jun 20
Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Bravo Commander
Charlie Commander
Delta Commander
Echo Commander

1100-0100 hours
The City of Oakland
LOP200601000650
20-027034
Deputy Chief R. Holmgren
Captain R. Wingate
Captain C. Bolton
A/Captain J. Encinias
Captain T. Jones
Captain N. Joshi
A/Captain E. Lewis

Planed Events / Intelligence
There were six (6) known posted demonstrations in and around Oakland on 1 Jun 20 as follows:







Oakland – Oakland Tech – 1600 hours
Oakland – Frank Ogawa Plaza - 2000 hours
Oakland – 5100 Broadway
San Leandro – E14th Street - 1800 hours
Berkeley – 1300 hours
Fairfield – 1900 hours

The total number of potential participants was unknown.
Sgt. C. Wong, Sgt. M. Valladon and TNT monitored social media, open source and local news
stations during the event.
Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates. Additionally, Sgt. Jones sent out open source
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information, via email, she had found on the internet as summarized below (See Appendix B for
screen captures of the open source information):


RIP Juicer posted @SkyHiDash “Tonight we take the courthouse #Oakland”



From an unknown source “NEXT HIT IS SAFEWAY FOODMAXX WALGREEN DDS ALL
GOOD STORE IN ALAMEDA MEET UP AT SAFEWAY IN 867 Island Dr, Alameda, CA 94502
WE STRIKING AGAIN BE THER AT 7PM!!”

Significant Events Summary
On Monday, June 1st, the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office issued a county-wide curfew. The City
of Oakland also decided to adopt a temporary curfew. San Francisco and other Bay Area cities
had done so the night before. The City of Oakland resisted this extraordinary measure,
recognizing the City’s proud tradition of activism and the use of tools like curfews to oppress.
But the violence and destruction preceding the curfew made it necessary.
On Monday, June 1st, there were two scheduled events. First there was “Covid-19 to Cops: We
Can’t Breathe Caravan” with a start time of 1200 hours. This event was handled by OPD Motors.
The second scheduled event was the “George Floyd Solidarity March.” This march was
scheduled to start at Oakland Tech High School (4300 block Broadway) and end at FOP. The
march started at 1721 hours and began to enter FOP at 1800 hours. It is estimated that around
15,000 people were involved in the march ending at FOP. After the march, the large group
started to dissipate in three different groups in varying directions: north, south and west. This
event was handled by OPD MFF and the event was peaceful.
As the curfew time approached, the mood of the crowd appeared to change and there were
reports of subjects trying to take over the 18th Street on-ramp at Interstate 980 and of people
putting on gas masks at 8th Street and Broadway.
From 1930 hours until 2115 hours, there was violence from the crowd that resulted in gas
deployments. There were reports of rocks and bottles being thrown at officers at 8 th Street and
Broadway. There were reports of a male armed with a Molotov cocktail at 8 th Street and
Washington Street. There was a separate report of a subjects making Molotov cocktails at 9th
Street and Broadway. At 2008 hours, ARGUS made curfew order announcements to the
remaining crowd. At 2020 hours, 30-40 protestors were detained in the 1400 block of
Broadway for curfew violations.
From 2130 until around 2300 hours, there were numerous reports of looting throughout the
city but many of the reports were in east Oakland. OPD units deployed city wide to help curb
the looting. During this time, there were reports of shootings and a possible sideshow with 4037
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50 vehicles. After in increased presence in the area and a few arrests, the problems seemed to
quell around midnight.
The EOC closed at 0053 hours.
See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.

Planning
Lt. Shannon and Lt. Yu were the Planning Chiefs. Lt. Yu completed the detail.
Captain Wingate conducted briefings and Lt. Yu prepared the Operations Plan on behalf of DC
Holmgren.

Logistics
Sgt. N. Calonge was assigned as the Logistics Section Chief for this event. All personnel brought
assigned equipment. Logistics supplied vans for deployment and food.

Finance
Fiscal Manager S. Shavies was the Finance Chief for this event.
Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized and days off were cancelled.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
Safety officer duties were covered by the Oakland Fire Department. There were no reported
injuries.
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Staging / Liaison
Acting Captain C. Gonzalez managed Staging and Liaison for this event. The staging area was
established at 600 Washington (PAB).
Mutual Aid consisted of the following:

Agency
Staffing
Kings County SO
20
UC Berkeley PD
30
San Mateo County SO
45
Albany
2
ACSO
50
UC Santa Cruz PD/UC Merced PD
4
CDCR – San Quentin
28
CDCR – Parole (group 1 of 2)
5
US Marshals
13
CDCR – Parole (group 2 of 2)
25
TOTAL
222

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers, Officer J. Watson (PIO) and Officer F. Aisthorpe (PIO) were assigned to
this event and responded to media requests.
Following the events of 1 Jun 20, there were news articles referencing the events as follows
(not an exhaustive list):




Inside Oakland Protest: Protester Describes Experience Peacefully Marching With 15,000
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/06/02/inside-oakland-protest-protesterdescribes-experience-peacefully-marching-with-15000/
Tear Gas, Rubber Bullets Fired As Curfew Falls On Oakland Protest; Police Briefly Detain
KPIX 5 Reporter https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/06/01/tear-gas-rubber-bulletsoakland-protest-george-floyd-kpix-katie-nielsen/
How 2 Oakland students got 15,000 people to march against police violence on Monday
https://www.berkeleyside.com/2020/06/02/how-oakland-students-got-15000-peopleto-march-against-police-violence-on-monday
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Use of Force
Use of Force
The use of force was reported. See Statistical Data for this date for a breakdown of the levels of
force reported.
Tango Team
Four (4) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. Munitions were deployed.

Arrests
There were one hundred sixty-five (165) arrests made. The predominant charge was for
violating Oakland Municipal Code Section 8.50.080 – Obstruct or Hinder Emergency Operations.

Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

1 – Deputy Chief
9 – Captains
14 – Lieutenants
1 – Manager
65 – Sergeants
303 – Officers
3 – Dispatchers
396 – Total OPD Members

Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event

222

Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

100 to 15,000 at various times.

Complaints

13 Reported

Use of Force Level 1

Zero

Use of Force Level 2

2

Use of Force Level 3

10

Use of Force Level 4

33 (24 of which were Type 32s)

Total Uses of Force

45

Overtime Expenditures

4364.75 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

163 (78 of which were Oakland Residents)

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

2 (Neither were Oakland residents)
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Citations (moving, ped & registration)

Zero

Officers Injured

None identified

Subject Injuries

None identified

Uninvolved Party Injuries

None identified

Observations








When arrests were made at 14th and Broadway, personnel showed good
coordination to affect the arrests and facilitate prisoner processing.
The Incident Commander and Operations Chief made decisions to place Tango
Teams in strategic positions to protect officers from those who had clear intent on
causing great bodily harm on law enforcement.
There was strong messaging by command at line-ups that our posture was going to
be focused on the protection of life and our intent was not to unnecessarily engage
with a crowd if they were peaceful and free of violence.
This was a long physical day. Snacks and water from logistics was greatly
appreciated and, for the most part, timely.
The Tango Teams stayed in close communications with their respective commanders
and continued to support the MFF platoons that had to respond to looting and
vandalism in the downtown area. This was a good coordinated effort from both
sides (command and Tango Team).
Coordinating real time tracking of Tango Team munitions deployment was made
unnecessarily difficult. The Department should consider having predesignated Use
of Force writers for each Tango Team each time they are deployed. This person can
serve as a pathfinder or scribe that is not part of the tactical element. This would
also make overall force reporting for the deployment period more manageable. It is
not realistic to expect Tango Team leaders to investigate Uses of Force while they
are working under such extreme conditions. Providing this resource to the Tango
Teams would allow for a more comprehensive and real-time snapshot of force
deployment.
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Tuesday, 2 Jun 20
Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Bravo Commander
Charlie Commander

1100-0000 hours
The City of Oakland
LOP200602000229
20-027193
Deputy Chief R. Holmgren
Captain R. Wingate
Captain C. Bolton
A/Captain J. Encinias
Captain N. Joshi

Planned Events / Intelligence
There were four (4) known posted demonstrations in and around Oakland on 2 Jun 20 as
follows:





Oakland – Plaza de la Fuente 34th Avenue and International – 1700 hours
Oakland – 7th and Broadway – 1600 hours
San Mateo – Looting starting at Redwood City Target – 2130 hours
Solano – 2000 hours

Sgt. C. Wong, Sgt. M. Valladon and TNT monitored social media, open source and local news
stations during the event.
Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates. Additionally, Sgt. Jones sent out open source
information, via email, she had found on the internet as summarized below (See Appendix B for
screen captures of the open source information):


“The Minneapolis Uprising Points the Way! Spread the Fiery Spirit of Minneapolis by Any
Means Necessary” Tuesday June 2 5pm RALLY & MARCH EAST OAKLAND
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BAMN posted @followbamn “EAST OAKLAND Rally and March, TUESDAY JUNE 2, 5PM –
Gather at Plaza de la Fuente (34th Ave and International Blvd). #JusticeForGeorgeFloyd
#JailChauvinandAllCopsInvolved #Oakland #Protest #JailAllKillerCops
#ABadgeIsNotALicenseToKill…”
Isteelstuff posted “Occupy our streets? We’ll occupy yours. Protest at Pakland PD, 7 th
and Broadway Tuesday, June 2, 4pm No violence, no damage. Just lots of yelling.
Don’t give them a reason to gas peaceful protestors. Know that they till might. Masks +
6’ distance.”

Significant Events Summary
On Tuesday, June 2nd, there were two planned events.
OPD became aware of the first incident via social media posts made on 2 Jun 20, before noon.
The posters requested that protestors converge at the PAB at 1600 hours. The second event
was posted on social media on 1 Jun 20, by the group By Any Means Necessary (BAMN). They
called for protestors to meet at 34th and International Blvd at 1700 hours for a march and rally
until 2300 hours.
At 1609 hours, Protestors began to converge in the 800 block of Broadway. The group grew to
about 300 people. At 1720 hours, there were 75 protestors gathered at 34th and International
in De La Fuente Plaza/Fruitvale Village. At 1727 hours, the march began but started to lose
marchers around 1917 hours.
At 1751 hours, the protestors in the 800 block of Broadway approached the officers on the
skirmish line and yelled at them. This group began to march and much of them ended up in
FOP. As the 2000 hours curfew approached, about 100-150 marched southbound towards the
PAB. They made their way to the 800 block of Broadway and slowly dispersed. By 2143 hours,
there were only about 50 protestors left and then eventually all left the area.
At 2202 hours, unrelated to the protest, officers request emergency radio traffic only due to
officers attempting to detain an identified murder suspect in a vehicle. The suspect fled the
area and the vehicle but was quickly detained.
The EOC closed at 0000 hours
See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.
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Planning
Lt. Shannon and Lt. Yu were the Planning Chiefs. Lt. Yu completed the detail.
Captain Wingate conducted briefings and Lt. Yu prepared the Operations Plan on behalf of DC
Holmgren.

Logistics
Sgt. N. Calonge was assigned as the Logistics Section Chief for this event. All personnel brought
assigned equipment. Logistics supplied vans for deployment and food.

Finance
Fiscal Manager S. Shavies was the Finance Chief for this event.
Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized and days off were cancelled.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
Safety officer duties were covered by the Oakland Fire Department. There were no reported
injuries.

Staging / Liaison
Acting Captain C. Gonzalez managed Staging and Liaison for this event. The staging area was
established at 600 Washington (PAB).
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Mutual Aid consisted of the following:
Agency
Kings County SO
UC Berkeley PD
San Francisco CO SO
Piedmont PD
CDCR
US Marshals
Lassen County SO

Staffing
20
30
27
3
109
24
4
TOTAL
217

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers, Officer J. Watson (PIO) and Officer F. Aisthorpe (PIO) were assigned to
this event and responded to media requests.
Following the events of 2 Jun 20, there was at least one news article referencing the events as
follows:


‘Pillar’ organizations call for civil disobedience against Oakland’s curfew tonight. Here’s
what’s at stake https://www.berkeleyside.com/2020/06/03/pillar-organizations-call-forcivil-disobedience-against-oaklands-curfew-tonight-heres-whats-at-stake

Use of Force
Use of Force
There were four (4) Level 4 uses of force reported.
Tango Team
Four (4) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. No munitions were deployed.

Arrests
There were four (4) arrests. There predominant charge was 463(a) PC – Looting
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Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event
Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

1 – Deputy Chief
9 – Captains
14 – Lieutenants
1 – Manager
67 – Sergeants
303 – Officers
3 – Dispatch
398 – Total OPD Members

217
There were two groups.



Group 1 ranged from a low of 50 to a
high of about 600 people at different
points and locations.
Group 2 ranged from low of 75 to a
high of about 150 people at different
points and locations.

Complaints

27 Reported

Use of Force Level 1

Zero

Use of Force Level 2

Zero

Use of Force Level 3

Zero

Use of Force Level 4

4 (3 of which were Type 32s)

Total Uses of Force

4

Overtime Expenditures

2206.25 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

4 (1 of which was an Oakland Resident)

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

Zero

Citations (moving, ped & registration)

Zero

Officers Injured

None identified

Subject Injuries

None identified

Uninvolved Party Injuries

None identified
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Observations




Near the end of the evening, OPD units went Code 33 to apprehend a previously
identified murder suspect. Given the focus on our Mobile Field Force, it would have
been understandable for officers to have missed the presence of such a suspect.
That was not the case. Department personnel showed professionalism via radio
discipline and dedication to the residents of the community by focusing on the
alternate task at hand. Even after the murder suspect fled from a vehicle on foot,
officers had the resolve to locate and arrest the suspect without incident. The
officers successfully pivoted and responded to an organic occurrence unrelated to
the primary task.
Early in the protest, while protesters occupied the intersection of 8th Street and
Broadway, OPD established a skirmish line on the south side of the intersection.
Ultimately, this drew the attention of the protesters to OPD personnel. OPD
became the focus and subjects approached officers and began to scream at them at
close range; many of the protestors were not wearing masks. Setting up farther
south at a greater distance is an option to consider, although protestors may have
still insisted on getting close to the officers.
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Wednesday, 3 Jun 20
Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Bravo Commander

1000-0030 hours
The City of Oakland
LOP200529000418
20-026554
Deputy Chief R. Holmgren
Deputy Chief R. Holmgren
Captain R. Wingate
Captain C. Bolton
A/Captain J. Encinias

Planned Events / Intelligence
There were two (2) known posted demonstrations in and around Oakland on 3 Jun 20 as
follows:



S.F. to Oakland - Car Caravan protest starting at 1030 hours
Oakland – “F**K Your Curfew” at 2005 hours at 14th and Broadway

Sgt. T. Dinh, Sgt. C. Wong, Sgt. M. Valladon and TNT monitored social media, open source and
local news stations during the event.
Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates. Additionally, Sgt. Jones sent out open source
information, via email, she had found on the internet as summarized below (See Appendix B for
screen captures of the open source information):


antipoliceterrorproject posted “F**K your curfew antipoliceterrorproject Family, JOIN US
Wednesday night 6/3 at 8:05 pm as #TheTown Sits OUT the Curfew We’ll be sitting
down in the intersection of 14th and Broadway to saw an unequivocal ‘F**k your
curfew!’”
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SimoneDeBovine posted that “There is an Anti Police Terror action tomorrow night that
is a direct action in protest of the Curfew. You can find it on their Instagram and
facebook. I’ll be there too. That’s where I am planning to be civilly disobedient.” In the
same thread SimoneDeBovine goes on, “I’m organizing it. Peaceful. No violence. No
intention to get arrested today. That’s for the APTP action tomorrow night.”



LaborSolidarityCommittee posted A Workers First Car Caravan staging in San Francisco
at Oracle Park at 1030 hours and arriving at the Oakland Federal Building at noon.



bonbonalley posted “what to do with bricks: set them up as barricades the way
hongkong did so cop cars will have a hard time manouvering towards the people and
running them over”



From an unknown poster, “This is NOT a kid friendly action. Please take precautions
TONIGHT WEDNESDAY 6/3 @ 8:05pm 14TH & BROADWAY OAKLAND”

Significant Events Summary
On Wednesday, June 3rd, there two planned large and peaceful protest that were uneventful:
1. One at Mosswood Park which mostly consisted of doctors and nurses on their
lunch breaks.
2. The other was a “Walking in Unity” march around Lake Merritt with about 1,000
people. (1200 hours)
Later, starting at 1830 hours, a crowd began to gather at FOP. By 2000 hours, the crowd grew
to about 3,000 people and spread to the intersection of 14th & Broadway. By 2140 hours, the
crowd grew to a high of 8,000 attendees listening to speakers.
At 2230 hours, the crowd had shrunk to about 1,000 people. By midnight, there were just a few
people milling about and the event was concluded.
No violence occurred but City buildings and the FOP grounds were vandalized and there were
multiple reports of subjects shining green lasers at a news helicopter.
The EOC closed at 0028 hours.
See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.
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Planning
Lt. Shannon and Lt. Yu were the Planning Chiefs. Lt. Yu completed the detail.
Captain Wingate conducted briefings and Lt. Yu prepared the Operations Plan on behalf of DC
Holmgren.

Logistics
Sgt. N. Calonge was assigned as the Logistics Section Chief for this event. All personnel brought
assigned equipment. Logistics supplied vans for deployment and food.

Finance
Fiscal Manager S. Shavies was the Finance Chief for this event.
Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized and days off were cancelled.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
Safety officer duties were covered by the Oakland Fire Department. There were no reported
injuries.

Staging / Liaison
Acting Captain C. Gonzalez managed Staging and Liaison for this event. The staging area was
established at 600 Washington (PAB).
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There was no Mutual Aid used during this deployment period.

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers, Officer J. Watson (PIO) and Officer F. Aisthorpe (PIO) were assigned to
this event and responded to media requests.
Following the events of 3 Jun 20, there was at least one news article referencing the events as
follows:



In Oakland, protesters turn streets into giant dance party: ‘One more song’
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-04/in-oakland-protesters-turnstreets-into-giant-dance-party
Thousands Turn Out For Peaceful Oakland George Floyd Demonstrations
https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2020/06/04/thousands-turn-out-for-peacefuloakland-george-floyd-demonstrations/

Use of Force
Use of Force
There was no report of the use of force.
Tango Team
Four (4) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. No munitions were deployed.

Arrests
No arrests were made involving this event.

Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

1 – Deputy Chief
8 – Captains
14 – Lieutenants
1 – Manager
67 – Sergeants
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299 – Officers
3 – Dispatch
392 – Total OPD Members
Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event

None

Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

5 to 8,000. The crowd(s) varied in size and
location ranging from 400 people by Lake
Merritt at 1751 hours, to a maximum of
around 8,000 people at 14th & Broadway at
2142 hours and then down to 5-10 people at
14th & Broadway waiting for rides at 0013
hours.

Complaints

Zero

Use of Force Level 1

Zero

Use of Force Level 2

Zero

Use of Force Level 3

Zero

Use of Force Level 4

Zero

Total Uses of Force

Zero

Overtime Expenditures

2319 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

Zero

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

Zero

Citations (moving, ped & registration)

Zero

Officers Injured

None identified

Subject Injuries

None identified

Uninvolved Party Injuries

None identified

Observations


During this event, a vehicle and occupants were identified as delivering flammable
materials to people during the protest. OPD and CHP did an excellent job
coordinating the identification of the involved parties and vehicle. Ultimately, this
coordination lead to the detention and the arrest of the appropriate parties and
removal of the vehicle away from the main protest. This enforcement specifically
and successfully targeted those identified trying to incite, or act in the furtherance
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of, violence that posed a great risk to the public at large and law enforcement
personnel.
The instituted curfew was a main source of discontent among the protestors during
this day’s event. Although there were up to 8,000 people at 14th Street and
Broadway, the Department did an excellent job not becoming the focus. Rather than
being confrontational about the strict enforcement of an ordered curfew, the
Department allowed parties to give speeches and make announcements. This did
cause traffic issues and required the re-routing of bus routes but the overall positive
outcome of thousands of people leaving peacefully with minor reports of vandalism
far outweighed the traffic/bus issues.
Hindsight being 20/20, we should have given more attention, by undercover officers,
to identifying subjects using lasers at aircraft and personnel. Based on what we have
learned since this event, many of these green lasers can cause permanent blinding
eye damage. Moving forward, this dangerous threat should receive more focus
if/when it arises.
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Thursday, 4 Jun 20
Operational Period
Location of Event
Incident Number
Report Number(s)
Incident Commander
Operations Chief
Alpha Commander
Alpha 1st Platoon
Alpha 2nd Platoon

1400-2100
The City of Oakland
LOP200604000399
20-027488
Deputy Chief R. Holmgren
Captain C. Bolton
Captain C. Bolton
Lieutenant R. Rosin
A/Lieutenant B. Hubbard

Planned Events / Intelligence
There were two (2) known posted demonstrations in and around Oakland on 4 Jun 20 as
follows:



Oakland – FOP 1600 hours “End Police Brutality”
San Leandro – 1555 Hesperian Blvd (Walmart). 1500 hours

Sgt. T. Dinh, Sgt. C. Wong and TNT monitored social media, open source and local news stations
during the event.
Sgt. KC Jones supervised plain clothes units for this event, searched for pre-event open source
intelligence and provided intelligence updates. In addition to the two events noted above, Sgt.
Jones sent out open source information, via email, she had found on the internet as
summarized below (See Appendix B for screen captures of the open source information):


Healthcare Providers Kneel In, June 4th at 5:30pm at Frank H. Ogawa Plaza meet at the
world famous HotBoys. The plan was to kneel for 8 minutes and 46 seconds in silence.



Unknown poster “OAKLAND – Thursday, June 4. Gather 6pm in Oscar Grant Plaza (14th &
Broadway) for Rally and March. Be there! Keep Marching Until We Win!
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#NoJusticeNoPeace THE REAL POWERIN IN THE STREETS TRUMP MUST RESIGN OR BE
REMOVED! TRUMP AND PENCE MUST GO NOW!”

Significant Events Summary
On Thursday, June 4th, there were three events publicized.
1. Peaceful sit-in to “End Police Brutality” in Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP) scheduled for
1600 hours
2. Healthcare Providers “Kneel In” at FOP scheduled at 1730 hours.
3. March and rally at FOP by By Any Means Necessary (BAMN) at 1800 hours.

The first of three events started at 1600 and grew to about 500 by 1730 hours when the march
started. They marched around downtown and west Oakland until they encountered a CHP
skirmish line on eastbound 14th Street at the Interstate 980 overcross. From that group, about
200 went around on 17th St while the other 300 waited in the intersection of Brush and 14 th St.
The overpass was then reopened and the crowd returned to FOP. The reconvened group of 500
listened to speakers in FOP.
At 1945 hours, the group hand dwindled to about 200 people. At about 2005 hours, the group
ended their speeches and left.
The EOC closed at 2100 hours.
See Appendix A for a timeline of events for the operational period.

Planning
Lt. Yu was the Planning Chiefs. Lt. Yu completed the detail.
Captain Bolton conducted briefings and Lt. Yu prepared the Operations Plan on behalf of DC
Holmgren.
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Logistics
Sgt. N. Calonge was assigned as the Logistics Section Chief for this event. All personnel brought
assigned equipment. None needed for this deployment period.

Finance
No Finance Chief for this deployment period.
Mass overtime sheets were used. Overtime was authorized.
The fund codes for the operational period were as follows:
Project: 1000008
Task: 1010.PS13.TRACK.1541
Program: I 197
Org: 108110

Safety
None for this deployment period.

Staging / Liaison
None for this deployment period.

Public Information Officer
Manager P. Chambers and Officer Watson (PIO) were assigned to this event and responded to
media requests. No post event media coverage was identified.
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Use of Force
Use of Force
There was no report of the use of force.
Tango Team
Three (3) Tango Teams were utilized for this event. No munitions were deployed.

Arrests
None for this deployment period.

Statistical Data
Number of OPD Personnel Assigned to
Event

1 – Deputy Chief
1 – Captain
3 – Lieutenants
1 – Manager
29 – Sergeants
140 – Officers
1 – Dispatcher
176 – Total OPD Members

Number of Outside Agency Personnel
Assigned to Event

None

Number of Subjects, Participants or
Protesters at Event

Complaints

20 to 500 people. The crowd varied in size
and location. The main crowd at FOP started
at around 200 people and grew to about 500
mobile marchers. Near the end of the
operation, the ground had dwindled down to
about 20 people.
2 Reported

Use of Force Level 1

Zero

Use of Force Level 2

Zero

Use of Force Level 3

Zero

Use of Force Level 4

Zero

Total Uses of Force

Zero
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Overtime Expenditures

734.50 hours (all ranks)

Arrests Adult (includes NTA)

Zero

Arrests Juvenile (includes NTA)

Zero

Citations (moving, ped & registration)

Zero

Officers Injured

None identified

Subject Injuries

None identified

Uninvolved Party Injuries

None identified

Observations






Given that there was no intelligence identifying fringe groups with a goal of
committing vandalism and our main objective was to facilitate peaceful
protests/marches, we did a great job keeping a low profile. Rather than being the
focus of the event, we were there to respond when needed. This became apparent
when we needed to facilitate the march at 14th Street and Brush Street when the
intersection was initially block by CHP. We were able to intercede when necessary
(see below).
With regards to getting caught off guard with CHP’s block on 14th Street at Brush
Street, we did a good job facilitating the portion of the march that decided to detour
the wrong way on Brush and then eastbound on 17th Street over the freeway
towards FOP. Then, once communication was established with CHP, we were able
to speak with CHP, have them break down their line and fallback to their vehicles to
protect their vehicles from potential vandals. We adapted and overcame a potential
flashpoint during what was an otherwise peaceful event.
In the incident mentioned above, a contingent of CHP was standing by to deploy, to
freeway on-ramps/off-ramps, on the 14th Street overcrossing (over I-980). The CHP
personnel appeared to be caught off guard and quickly deployed a skirmish line
preventing marchers from accessing the overcrossing eastbound. This otherwise
peaceful group was now at odds with the CHP. CHP’s response to prevent possible
damage to their vehicles was understandable but it was a lack of ability to
communicate with CHP that caused this issue and prolonged our ability to remedy it.
During most EOC activations, CHP has a representative present in the EOC to pass on
pertinent information. That was not the case on June 4 th. Had a member of the CHP
been at the EOC, the personnel on the overcrossing could have been advised to
move off the overcrossing before the group arrived; relieving the need to deploy a
skirmish line. Additionally, even if the skirmish line had been deployed out of an
exigency, had there been a CHP representative at the EOC, OPD could have
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communicated our desire to have CHP fall back to their vehicles and allow the march
to proceed eastbound back towards FOP. This ultimately did happen but required
OPD supervisors and commanders to make face to face contact with CHP supervisors
on scene. In this scenario, there was no ultimate negative outcome but the
confrontation between CHP personnel in riot gear and otherwise peaceful marchers
could have had an unintended negative outcome. Moving forward, OPD should
request the presence of a CHP representative at every EOC activation.
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Commander Feedback
To help prepare this report, a command debrief was held on 11 Jun 20 and feedback was
solicited from the Operations Chiefs and Company Commanders for each day of operations. A
summary of their feedback—much of which was incorporated into the Observations for each
day—follows:
1. Oakland Police Department’s Internal Affairs Division (IAD) personnel were used
in staging and administrative functions during these operations. Pursuant to
policy, IAD personnel did not otherwise participate in operations. This fosters
just and unbiased IAD investigations stemming from such events.
2. OPD should consider training multiple officers or sergeants how to be the Safety
Officer at the EOC and liaise with the OPD Medical Unit. This position was
formerly staffed by an OPD Member and allowed the Department to have a
better picture of who may have been injured and their status.
3. Pathfinders should be prepared to document when the teams they are escorting
use force and/or deploy munitions. This is not to say that they need to complete
a Use of Force report for the outside agency but should note, as much as
possible, what they observed and document it in a supplemental report.
4. For larger groups of mutual aid, the Department should consider using an OPD
Lieutenant as a pathfinder. Often, these larger groups are deployed from their
home agency with at least one commander. Deploying an OPD Lieutenant with
these large groups will help in a linear command with checks & balances that
might otherwise not exist if an OPD officer is assigned to one of these larger
groups. Simply stated, an OPD officer might not feel comfortable directing an
outside agency commander.
5. In situations where mutual aid agencies have been held over from previous day’s
events, due to the remote nature of their home agency (put up locally in hotels),
higher ranking members of the agencies should be invited and encouraged to
attend the line-ups held for OPD personnel. This serves the dual purpose of
allowing the outside agency leaders to be apprised of the consistent direction
given their personnel and our personnel and the secondary purpose of affording
outside agency command/supervision the reverence we would afford any
member of our own agency.
6. Very often protests/riots fracture into dozens of small splinter groups that
prolong events for hours. When this occurs, we should be prepared to redeploy
some, or all, units from vans to Adam Units in patrol cars with the understanding
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that they may need to regroup and re-redeploy in the vans if the dynamics
change. This would provide a massive increase in visibility and flexibility when it
becomes clear tactics need to be adjusted.
7. Planning for report writing time is critical, as is training officers in this unique
type of report writing. Writing to provide a snapshot of what any individual
member went through, did and experienced is different than responding to a
static location and taking a cold report from a member of the public. Emphasis
needs to be placed on observations, why the observations are important and
collection of evidence on the fly on BWC video.
8. Use of Force reporting for mass events should be reworked. The Department
should consider having a Use of Force Report Writer for each company or
platoon. This reporting shift should also extend to how we capture the event,
including video teams. Training and planning with video teams needs to occur so
that we can quickly seize the narrative of an event.
9. The auditorium does not work for some larger briefings. There are not enough
seats for everyone, which requires members to be outside the auditorium and
unable to hear pertinent details. This issue is currently compounded with COVID19 requirements. The Department should consider the instillation of screens and
speakers in the auditorium side of the PAB lobby to be used when the lobby is
secured for law enforcement personnel as has been the case recently.
10. A portion of the Vans need to be staged at the Eastmont Substation. It is difficult
for members to commute to the PAB in patrol cars with multiple officers and
their associated equipment.
11. Electronic copies of signed final Operations Plans should be sent to all
supervisors and above as soon as practical for each day of operations.
Logistically and environmentally, printing out copies for each person is not
viable. This would clarify the daily mission. This has been addressed in
subsequent operations.
12. During these operations, we used a mixture of barricade types. We should focus
more on using barricades that require mechanical deployment (due to weight or
need for water as a filler) and rely less on barriers that can be moved by one or
two people. More substantial barriers would provide extra cover and provide
clear direction to those marching.
13. Operations commanders should feel more comfortable using under used
companies to bifurcate and bolster other companies that may be struggling for
resources. There were instances where the company assigned to the PAB had
little to no activity and could have provided, even if only temporarily, assistance
elsewhere.
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14. There were instances where OFD responded to put out fires but were
overwhelmed with CS. Absent wearing their self-contained breathing apparatus
(SCBA), the City should consider issuing gas masks to OFD personnel. If OFD
personnel have already been issued gas masks, they should be required to have
them available during crowd control operations.
15. With the increased presence of Molotov Cocktails and similar devices, QRFs
should be supplied with larger (10-20 lbs) fire extinguishers and fire blankets.
Relying on or waiting for OFD to come into a volatile area could be catastrophic
for law enforcement personnel and/or members of the public. This is not to say
that OFD isn’t willing to respond, it is just a matter of fact that logistically and
realistically, a rapid OFD response is not always feasible.
16. When at all possible, line-ups should be scheduled to allow two hours to get on
post. As some people show up early for scheduled protests, more time on the
front end would alleviate a rush to deploy.
17. Given the fact the PAB is increasingly becoming the focus of protests, the
department should consider relocating the staging area to a secure area farther
away from 7th Street and Broadway but close enough to have a rapid response.
18. Several officers were injured on the skirmish lines at 7th and Broadway by
various objects thrown from the crowd. Having tactical emergency medical
support (TEMS) with our teams was a considerable benefit. We were able to
have TEMS respond and quickly provide treatment.
19. We should consider having portable mobile lights on trailers readily available.
These would mostly be used around the PAB but could also be towed to other
locations. Illuminating riotous behavior would assist officers in identifying
potential attacks, aid in clearer BWC video and would be beneficial for follow-up
investigations.
20. Increase crowd control training to include basic formations. The Department
should also explore the idea of additional training with padded gear and
plexiglass shields. Consider drafting teams of volunteers to train with the padded
gear and shields. These groups could be deployed as arrest teams or as QRFs.
These groups could also train with fire extinguishers and fire blankets previously
recommended.
21. The Oakland Police Department has multiple captains but seem to only have a
small recurring number of captains managing major events. This leads to mental
fatigue, a lack of institutional equity and contrary to the tenants of internal
Procedural Justice. The Department should use a schedule for captains to cover
each week like a call-out rotation. This will bolster knowledge, skills and abilities
to better serve the community.
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22. We should explore the idea of the PAB and immediate areas around the PAB
being outfitted with high definition cameras to capture the nature of the crowd
present. Often, the crowd and the crowd’s activity can be missed at ground level
with BWC video and mobile video teams.
23. The City should consider requiring a minimum of one member of the Police
Commission and one member of the City Council to be present on the ground
with the Operations Chief in order to record and observe the situation in real
time and nature. This is consistent with what the National Lawyers Guild does
with identified protest groups. Members of the commission and council make
policy and review decisions made by the Department. This firsthand perspective
will allow for more efficacy in policy consideration and implementation.
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Conclusion
During the varying days of civil unrest, the Oakland Police Department adjusted responses from
day to day as was necessary.
On Friday, 29 May 20, personnel were severely outnumbered. The crowds were violent and
used an overwhelming surge to cause damage to the City of Oakland and to commit acts of
violence against law enforcement. Moving forward, we began to adapt in our response and
planning.
On Saturday, 30 May 20, the Department set out to be more mobile to facilitate the mostly
peaceful marches. This was generally successful in the downtown area but we, and our mutual
aid partners, began to get stretched thin when it came time to deal with the central marches
while simultaneously tending to looting and shootings near Emeryville; away from the central
marches.
On Sunday, 31 May 20, the Department and mutual aid partners again set out to facilitate
marches and peaceful protests in accordance with Constitutional rights to do so. Unfortunately,
city wide looting began to occur at a level unseen before; causing all personnel resources to be
stretched city wide. To compound matters, OPD personnel dealt with two shooting incidents
within an hour.
On Monday, 1 Jun 20, the Department’s posture was to facilitate multiple peaceful examples of
civil solidarity. This was to be the first day of the regional 2000 hours curfew. The largest event
was a march starting at Oakland Technical High School. It is estimated that around 15,000
people were involved in the march ending at FOP. After the march, the large group started to
dissipate in varying directions. At this point, the plan to facilitate a peaceful assembly was
successful. However, as the scheduled curfew approached, the mood and posture of the
remaining crowd changed. OPD and mutual aid partners, set up skirmish lines but protestors
engaged with the skirmish lines. Law enforcement personnel began to report that protestors
were throwing rocks and bottles. Munitions were deployed. Shortly after the curfew went into
effect, curfew announcements were made. At around 2020 hours, multiple subjects were
detained for curfew violations in the 1400 block of Broadway. Over the next couple of hours,
there were reports of vandalism and looting all over the city. This went on until around
midnight.
On Tuesday, 2 Jun 20, the Department showed great restraint and elected to wait out the
people protesting the curfew and to focus on addressing acts of criminal behavior and violence.
There were two separate marches that were relatively peaceful. Right around 2000 hours, as
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the curfew was set to take effect, around 150 people settled in around 8th Street and Broadway.
Absent any acts of violence, our posture was controlled and set back to a position of
observation. Over the course of the next couple hours, the crowd dissipated without incident.
On Wednesday, 3 Jun 20, the focus of the protestors appeared to be the curfew. The
Department’s stance was consistent with that of the day before; despite the curfew, we would
wait out a peaceful crowd from an observable distance to not be the group’s focus. At around
2000 hours, the beginning of the curfew, there were around 3000 subjects in the intersection of
14th and Broadway. In just over an hour and a half, the crowd size grew to around 8,000
people. By 2230 hours, the group had dropped in size to about 1,000-1,200 people. By 2345
hours, the group was down to about 50 people and vehicles began to drive on Broadway. Just
after midnight, there were just a few people in the area. The night’s events concluded without
incident.
On Thursday, 4 Jun 20, the Department’s approach was to facilitate lawful protests and a
march. The Department facilitated events from around 1600 hours to just after 2000 hours
without incident.
The Oakland Police Department evolved daily in its approach to curb violence and crime
associated with protests and we recognize the continual nature of adaptability in moving
forward. Pursuant to Training Bulletin TB III-G, this After-Action Report is meant to help the
Department continually enhance its operations by allowing the Department to identify
immediately apparent observations and training points.
Once the further in-depth investigations and reviews by internal and external bodies conclude,
we anticipate that there will be additional opportunities to lift up successes, gain a deeper
understanding of constantly evolving crowd dynamics and enhance our tactical approaches—all
towards the goal of continually growing as an organization.
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Appendix A

(Daily Timelines)

29 May 20:
During the evening of Friday, May 29, the first of many large-scale events protesting of the
death George Floyd began in Oakland at Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP). Social media posts directed
protestors to meet at FOP for an “FTP Vengeance For George Floyd Minneapolis Solidarity
Demo” at 2000 hours.
The following is timeline of significant events that evening.


1700-2008 hours – Peaceful
-

-



1700 hours - Oakland Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was activated.
1819 hours - About 100 peaceful protestors in the FOP area.
1900 hours - 100-200 protestors in the intersection at 14th and
Broadway, blocking north and southbound traffic. They are peaceful and
the crowd size is increasing quickly (Group 1).
1919 hours - Group 1 left FOP and began marching northbound on
Broadway. The crowd was peaceful.
1939 hours - This crowd marched around the downtown area before
passing 14th and Broadway. Some from Group 1 remained in FOP and
others (Group 2) continued southbound toward the Police Administration
Building (PAB).
1950 hours - Estimated 600 in Group 2 converges in the 700 block
Broadway.
1956 hours - Someone in the Group 2 threw a bottle at officers.
2008 hours - Group 2 crowd size goes down to about 300.
2013-2028 hours - Group 1 at FOP swells from 2,500 to 4,000.

2028-2200 hours – March, Vandalism, Violence & Use of Chemical Agents
-

2028 hours - Group 1 is 5,000 and growing.
2031-2036 hours - Group 1 begins to march southbound on Broadway
blocking all lanes of traffic. The Tactical Negotiations Team (TNT) is
unable to establish communications with any possible event organizers.
Vandalism at the Goodwill and Chase Bank in the 1300 block Broadway.
Vandals are ripping off the wood panels covering the windows. Group 1 is
eastbound 12th on towards Franklin St. and then southbound.
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-

-

-



2037 hours – The estimated crowd of 5,000 in Group 1 splits. About 1,000
continue eastbound 7th towards Alice (Group 3) and the rest travel
westbound towards the PAB (Group 1).
2049 hours – The entire 400 block of 7th St east of the PAB is filled with
protestors towards Franklin St.
2050 hours - Group 3 enters the off ramp at northbound 880 at 5th and
Oak. Group 3 takes over northbound lanes of traffic on 880. Fireworks
are being launched on the freeway. Chemical agents deployed by
Alameda County Sheriffs.
2057 hours - Protestors in Group 3 are throwing bottles at CHP officers
on 880.
2058 hours - Protestors in Group 1 are throwing bottles at officers at 7th
and Broadway.
2100 hours - About 1,000 in Group 1 east the PAB and about 2,000 north
of the PAB.
2104 hours - Officers start taking rocks and bottles and 10th and
Broadway.
2121 hours - About 5,000-6,000 in the area of 7th and Broadway. Officers
are taking rocks and bottles. Unlawful assembly declared at 7th and
Broadway. Announcements being made for crowd to disperse. Another
1,500-2,000 approaching 7th and Broadway.
2124 hours - TNT1 made unlawful assembly orders in English and
Spanish.
2127 hours - Chemical agents deployed. Group 1 scatters north and east
from 7th and Broadway.
2133 hours - Additional chemical agents deployed. TNT makes unlawful
assembly orders.
2136 hours – More reports of vandalism at businesses.
2139 hours - Group 1 returned back to FOP.
2142 hours - OPD officer injured from fireworks exploding on helmet.
2148 hours – Two Federal Protection Services officers shot, one of them
fatally, at 12th & Jefferson.
2157 hears – About 1,000 left by the PAB (Group 4).

2200-0200 hours Continuing Violence, Significant Vandalism, Looting & Fires
-

2207 hours - Vandalism at City Hall
2209 hours - Molotov cocktails thrown at officers from Group 1 at 7th
and Franklin. Announcements made and arrests directed.
2234 hours - Molotov cocktail thrown at officers from Group 1 at 8th and
Broadway.
2239 hours - 2,000 at 14th and Broadway (Group 5).
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-

-

2241-2328 hours - Widespread looting and fires as vandals break off into
splinter groups go north on Broadway. Significant commercial vandalism,
looting and fires on Broadway from 27th St to 34th St. involving
numerous groups of 40-100.
0059 hours – One in custody for assault with a deadly weapon (vehicle)
on an officer at 1400 Broadway.
Significant vandalism to business in the Chinatown, City Center,
Telegraph and Broadway Corridors.

EOC closed at 0315 hours.
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30 May 20:
The evening began almost immediately with looting along the Oakland/Emeryville border as well
as rocks thrown at a Berkeley PD officer. Units continued monitoring a small group forming at
14th & Broadway while addressing the issues at Best Buy and Home Depot. Looting continued
unchecked in Emeryville’s Bay St shopping area.




























1730 hours – EOC initial briefing
1810 hours – 14th & Broadway clear, 7th & Broadway clear
1840 hours – 50-60 in Emeryville
1850 hours – 80 at Eden Township event
1855 hours – Small group of about 15 forming at 14th & Broadway, SW corner
1920 hours – S/W Corner of 14th & Broadway up to about 40, staying on
sidewalk with a few signs
1925 hours – BPD went into crowd and taking rocks at SP Safeway’s
1930 hours – BPD, ACSO, OPD assisting in Emeryville
1933 hours – Starbucks in Emeryville vandalized
1935 hours – Crowd through Home Depot lot to Hollis
1938 hours – East end is clear
1940 hours – 1600 block Broadway, reports of people lighting Molotov Cocktails
1945 hours – 14th & Broadway is about 100
1945 hours – Emeryville crowd has splintered into groups of 20, BPD/ACSO
monitoring
1950 hours – Group of 100 in Decathlon store in Emeryville
1953 hours – AC transit rerouted from 14th & Broadway
1955 hours – 100+ made their way into Best Buy
1955 hours – People are running out of Best Buy with items, EPD released BPD
and ACSO
2000 hours – OPD heading back up to Best Buy
2003 hours – Units posted IFO Citibank, sending units to post at W. Grand &
Broadway
2010 hours – About 200 at 14th & Broadway and in FOP
2011 hours – Business as usual at 27th & Broadway per CoCoSO
2012 hours – Vehicle fire at Best Buy
2015 hours – A11-14 on scene at Best Buy
2016 hours – Dumpster fire west side of Best Buy, OFD on scene
2019 hours – White van at S/W corner of 14th & Broadway inciting crowd
2020 hours – SFPD has about 200 marching around their city

The MFF refocused on the crowd forming and marching in the downtown area. Initially, sporadic
looting occurred throughout Oakland and in Emeryville while MFF followed the marching
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crowd. The crowd was initially noted at around 1900 hours with 15-40 people and eventually
reached a high of about 700 just before 2200 hours. At about 2114, the first of many incidences
of rocks and bottles thrown at OPD officers occurred.
































2036 hours – Following a crowd of 300 WB on 14th St. approaching Lake Merritt
2037 hours – Possible entry to Sally’s Beauty, 933R
2040 hours – Setting off fireworks at Courtyard Marriott in Emeryville
2042 hours – H&M has broken glass and clothing is being looted
2043 hours – Looting suspect in custody by units on P3, directed by H37
2045 hours – Main group NB 1st Ave to EB International
2046 hours – OPD getting into vans to follow crowd EB International
2049 hours – AT&T store, 4750 Telegraph Ave, reports 459
2050 hours – UNIQLO also being looted, people on the roof.
2100 hours – 300 spread out over 3 blocks in area of Henry J. Kaiser
2102 hours – Ross store, Carter’s, BevMo, Daiso being looted in Emeryville
2114 hours – OPD taking rocks at 12th & Broadway
2116 hours – 200 people at 14th & Broadway
2117 hours – Groups combined to make 500 at 13th & Broadway per ARGUS
2119 hours – Majority of group moving NB Telegraph
2119 hours – San Mateo at 14th & B, CoCoSO at 17th & Broadway
2120 hours – Crowd heading WB toward 14th & Broadway
2120 hours – Crowd 1700 block Telegraph, NB
2121 hours – A-12 has one in custody requesting transport car at 3400 Mandela
Parkway
2123 hours – Crowd is spreading out to 4 blocks as they pass 20th St. &
Telegraph, about 600-700
2127 hours – Crowd is WB on W. Grand from Telegraph
2129 hours – Freeway nearby but crowd continuing WB to MLK Jr. Way
2130 hours – 27th & Tel CoCoSo on scene
2131 hours – Crowd passing Northgate, still WB on W. Grand toward Brush
2133 hours – CoCo setting skirmish on on/off ramps
2137 hours – SB Market from W. Grand, units taking rocks and bottles
2141 hours – SB Market approaching 19th, picked up a few vehicles in march
2143 hours – WB 18th from Myrtle St.
2147 hours – WB 18th St. approaching Adeline St.
2148 hours – Oakland Coin & Jewelry, 1725 Broadway, report of people
breaking in again
2149 hours – ARGUS reporting 700 crowd size over 7 blocks SB Adeline from
16th, en route for fuel, H37 has 1 hour

During the march, a shot was fired at officers near the Emeryville border. It resulted in a foot
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pursuit and with one in custody and a firearm recovery.














2155 hours – Shots fired at Decathlon in Emeryville MB, Black Hoody Blue Jeans.
Suspect seen fleeing behind the building.
2157 hours – Video team taking rocks 8th/Adeline (no injuries)
2158 hours – C7 suspect IC at Park & Hollis, C7 recovered, 2 outstanding (1-whi
tank top, heavy set, 2-block t-shirt, all dark clothing) last seen Park & Holden,
scene located N of Decathlon
2206 hours – Group taking over Shell at 7th & Market
2209 hours – CHP taking rocks, bottles, explosives at 6th & Market, Delta Tango
deploying, crowd EB
2212 hours – Crowd saw skirmish line and turned NB brush from 7th
2213 hours – Remainder of crowd WB from Shell station
2215 hours – 14th & Broadway moving into FOP
2217 hours – Crowd re-entering Best Buy to loot
2218 hours – Lead part of group to Market, WB
2222 hours – Near 10th & Market, skirmish line 1100 block Castro
2225 hours – Officers on skirmish line taking bottles 10th and Brush, social
media reports officer blocking on ramp to 980
2227 hours – Crowd at 11th & Clay EB, 400 people + 12 cars

As the crowd reconvened on FOP, rocks and bottles were again thrown at officers, prompting
unlawful assembly announcements. This next period involved dispersing groups throughout
downtown and responding to vandalism and looting.













2228 hours – Due to rocks and bottles at FOP, preparing to make unlawful
assembly announcement, 300 at FOP, munitions deployed
2230 hours – Announcements made, taking rocks and bottles, crowd NB
Broadway from 11th
2232 hours – Requesting wagon to FOP, requesting recue vehicle to FOP
2233 hours – Per Delta Tango, FOP cleared, wagon 1 & 2 at 14th & Clay
2234 hours – 11th & Broadway group went NB to 12th then EB
2236 hours – Crowd of 300-400 EB 12th St to Webster, taking intersection
2237 hours – ARGUS reports no other large groups visible
2239 hours – Subjects lighting fire (dumpster) in intersection of 12th & Webster,
FOP nearly clear
2242 hours – 12th & Webster crowd running NB, gas deployed
2243 hours – Units are not taking bricks now, no injuries
2244 hours – Approx. 300 still NB Webster passing 14th
2245 hours – Charlie company taking bricks and bottles again, multiple
deployments, CoCoSo getting rocks and bottles
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2245 hours – Continuing NB lighting fires as they move
2247 hours – 13th and Webster, rocks and bottles. Munitions deployed.
2247 hours – Dispersal orders requested
2248 hours – 15th & Webster, attempting to set up dispersal order
2251 hours – Crowd spread out between 1500-1700 Franklin, heading N/B
Franklin
2253 hours – Lead of group turning WB 17th to Broadway
2254 hours – Crowd WB 17th St, skirmish line set at 14th & Broadway
2256 hours – M-80’s (firecrackers) being thrown at officers on 12th & Broadway
2258 hours – Vehicle fire 18th & Broadway, main group is there, dumpster fire
at 17th & Broadway
2259 hours – C3 med to 17th & Telegraph, people hit by car, Honda Accord 4D
silver in color
2300 hours – Majority of crowd NB Broadway toward 19th
2303 hours – About 150 NB Broadway from 19th, 60 NB from 18th on
Telegraph, 50-60 toward FOP, lost sight of FOP group but units at FOP
2308 hours – NB from 25th, 20+ cars
2312 hours – No demonstrators at FOP
2313 hours – Continuing NB past 23rd on Broadway, leaping forward to divert
from dealerships
2317 hours – 2800 block Broadway has vandalism
2320 hours – 260 28th St OFD requesting OPD
2321 hours – Reports of shooting in VW dealership at 28th & Broadway, units on
scene, no shooting
2323 hours – Located one IC with AR15 inside VW dealership
2325 hours – Breaking into 7-11 at 2350 Harrison
2336 hours – Group on foot through Kaiser Plaza
2337 hours – Vehicles separated from crowd
2338 hours – 40 headed to Broadway
2340 hours – Crowd forming at Harrison & 21st.
2342 hours – Group of 75 at W. Grand & Tel
2343 hours – 50 headed NB 17th & Broadway
2345 hours – Report of Code 7 at 500 William with handgun and green laser on
balcony
2346 hours – Crowd still SB Telegraph at 20th
2348 hours – 50 WB on 20th from Broadway
2349 hours – Best Collateral being looted at 2025 Telegraph, units on scene, 2
inside, 1 fled SB
2352 hours – Dark blue Charger doing donuts near skirmish lines, 16th &
Broadway, last seen Sb Clay at 17th
2353 hours – 17th & Telegraph has about 100-150
2354 hours – Telegraph b/n 17th & 18th - charger trapped in crowd, now 18th
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toward San Pablo
2355 hours – Charger last seen NB 18th and Castro, now EB 580 past Harrison,
advising CHP
2356 hours – 18th & Telegraph, rocks and bottles, still 100-150
2359 hours – One in custody at Best Collateral
0000 hours – Man unconscious at 20th St.
0001 hours – Crowd contained at 18th/17th/telegraph/Broadway, crowd inside
19th St BART
0002 hours – TNT making dispersal announcements
0004 hours – Home Depot and Safeway being looted
0007 hours – Code 3 medical needed at 18th/Telegraph
0010 hours – Hayward PD 924 for looting in their city
0012 hours – Crowd metering out, stopping EB because group is congregating
0014 hours – 17th & Telegraph clear
0018 hours – Crowd EB on 19th St
0021 hours – Bricks thrown at skirmish line
0024 hours – Crowd at 19th & Broadway
0027 hours – Giving dispersal orders at 19th & Broadway
0033 hours – Car fires at 19th & Webster, 1800 block Webster, 1800 block
Franklin
0038 hours – Five in custody at best Collateral
0041 hours – 40 at 19th & Franklin
0042 hours – Male attempting 459 on storefronts on Webster, dressed in all
black, running WB at 12th & Webster, IC, Level 3
0045 hours – Dumpster fire 1400 block Franklin, secure for OFD
0048 hours – Code 2 medical for 459 suspect I/C with laceration to his hand.
0100 hours – Looting at Colonial Donuts, 3318 Lakeshore, lots of people near
Gap and Starbucks
0102 hours – People going back into Best Collateral
0104 hours – Reopening 19th b/n Telegraph and Broadway to traffic
0106 hours – Giving announcements
0107 hours – Dual-purpose and motors 924
0109 hours – Mini-sideshow forming at 19th & Telegraph
0111 hours – Throwing rocks and bottles from vehicles at vehicles and officers,
at 19th & Telegraph Ave
0114 hours – Crowd gathering at 17th & Telegraph Ave.
0120 hours – C3 code 3 cover at 16th & Telegraph
0122 hours – NB Broadway to EB 17th St, CS deployment, 60-70
0123 hours – Also WB 16th to FOP
0124 hours – No plate, 90-00’s Whi Cadi CTS driving recklessly near officers, last
NB Broadway from 16th MH/MW driver with ponytail
0125 hours – 17th & telegraph trash fire
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0127 hours – 14th & Broadway, chasing suspect throwing bottles at officers NB
Broadway, MW with white mask
0130 hours – 16th & Broadway, crowd forming on officers making arrest, wagon
request for IC
0134 hours – 20-30 at 19th & Telegraph
0136 hours – Group at 17th & Broadway
0137 hours – Officers trying to take a suspect into custody at 17th/Telegraph
advised they are being surrounded by crowd. Suspect in custody/requesting
medical. Level 2 UOF (knee to the face). Bravo 84 on scene.
0141 hours – Multiple CS gas deployments 17th/Telegraph.
0146 hours – 4A50 requests OFD for dumpster fire 19th St. between Webster
and Franklin St.

EOC closed at 0220 hours.
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31 May 20:
There were two significant protest events planned for Sunday, May 31St.
The first event started the Children’s Fairyland amphitheater at noon (Group 1) and was peaceful.
The second was a large caravan sponsored by Anti-Police Terror Project (APTP) in the parking lot
at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park at 7th St and Middle Harbor Road at the Port of Oakland at
between 1400-1600 hours (Group 2). Given the size of the caravan and proximity to on ramps at
the Port, there was great concern the caravan would try and takeover the Bay Bridge. However,
before the caravan began, OPD received credible intelligence the caravan would remain on city
streets. As the caravan slowly moved through West Oakland and then the downtown area,
protestors began to congregate in the City Hall amphitheater. At the peak, there were about 800
protestors (Group 3) in FOP. Due to size of the caravan and Group 3, mutual aid was requested
at 1513 hours.
After the arrest of an armed suspect at 14th and Broadway, a group of about 150-200 protested
at 8th and Clay St for several hours (Group 4). Group 4 later dispersed without incident.
Of significant concern that evening was a continuation of “pop-up” social media posts promoting
looting all through the Bay Area. Potential targets included Bay Fair Mall in San Leandro and
Target at Alameda Landing. After the conclusion of the planned events, the evening was marked
by rampant and widespread looting of business throughout the city. Officers made numerous
arrests.
There were also two significant incidents involving the arrests of three suspects who possibly
shot at officers at the PAB and the arrest of three suspects who fled into the Acorn housing area
after the burglary of a marijuana dispensary at 417 4th St.

Group 1




1218 hours - About 300 peaceful protestors at Fairyland at Lake Merritt. Front
of group is approaching the amphitheater.
1234 hours - Group is now at Hanover & Lakeshore. About 250-300 and they are
peaceful.
1323 hours - About 30 left at the protest at Lake Merritt and they are dispersing.

Groups 2 & 3
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1340 hours - About 250 cars and growing at the APTP caravan at the Port.
1346 hours – About 500 cars and growing at the Port.
1414 hours – About 1,200 cars at the Port.
1423 hours – ABC 7 livestream of the Port below. Over 5,000 cars per ARGUS and
appears to be peaceful. All surface streets in the area are blocked.
1443 hours – Bicyclists at the front of the caravan are doing traffic control.
1447 hours – Caravan is northbound Adeline St toward 7th St.
1450 hours - About 200 on foot at 12th St going westbound towards
Broadway. Caravan is eastbound 7th St. possibly toward the PAB. About 500
going in Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP). They are setting up in the amphitheater.
1502 hours - Crowd at FOP is peaceful.
1503 hours - Caravan is eastbound 9th St from Castro St. About 800 at FOP. Per
TNT, the caravan may be heading to North County Jail and the PAB.
1511 hours - TNT attempting to establish communication with protestors at FOP
and meeting resistance.
1513 hours - OPD is requesting mutual aid due to the size of the size of the
crowd at FOP and the volume of cars in the caravan.
1535 hours - About 100-200 bicyclists with the caravan. At least 500 in FOP.
1544 hours - About 100-150 eastbound on 14th from Broadway.
1604 hours - Group on foot continuing towards E.18th St. They are north on
Lakeshore by Hanover.
1610 hours - Caravan is southbound on Lakeshore and will be linking up with the
crowd on foot.
1619 hours - Group of 100 on foot on Lakeshore is north towards the 580 east
onramp. CHP is present at the onramp.
1622 hours - Group at the onramp is trying to overtake the CHP units. Safest
approach west on MacArthur. A Tango Team is with CHP. Skirmish is
established.
1626 hours - About 150 at the 580 on-ramp and 1,000 by the Cleveland Cascade
steps on Lakeshore.
1734 hours - Silver Chevy Impala stopped in the intersection 14th and Broadway,
damage to right front fender. Driver has a male black 40-50s, medium build,
white mask, red t-shirt, large “white lettering ECKO 1972”. Suspect fled.
1740 hours - Suspect drove onto the sidewalk in the 400 block 14th St and then
fled on foot. Suspect was armed. The firearm was recovered.
1745 hours - Suspect arrested in hostile crowd. 940B all officers respond.
Chemical agents deployed.
1749 hours - Medical relocating to 17th and Franklin due to crowd.
1751 hours - Taser deployment and Type 22 UOF. Officer with facial injuries,
transported to ACH.

Group 4
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1835 hours - About 200 now marching westbound on 12th towards Clay St. 150200 still at the Lake. FOP is fairly clear.
1840 hours – Crowd is at 8th and Clay St with 20 plus vehicles. Skirmish lines
mobilized around the PAB.
1907 hours – Credible information regarding sideshow activity tonight in East
Oakland.
1945 hours – About 200 still at 8th and Clay.
2007 hours - About 200 still at 8th and Clay St. A mix of peaceful protestors and
potential agitators.
2018 hours - Protestors threw “snap pops” at officers at 8th and Clay St. TNT
started facilitation announcements.
Group dispersed later with no issues.

Widespread Looting & Multiple Arrests















2033 hours - Looting reported in the 3400 block E.12th inside the Fruitvale BART
village. ARGUS en route.
2049 hours – Large scale looting at Bayfair Mall. Per ACSO, Southland Mall and
the Home Depot in Hayward at A St/Hesperian are also getting looted.
2052 hours – Looting at 3040 E.9th St at the Sally’s and Gamestop.
2056 hours - More gunfire reported at Bayfair Mall. No injuries to those on
scene.
2106 hours - ARGUS surveyed the downtown area. The vehicles and group
around Lake Merritt dispersed. The only group remaining is at 8th and Clay St
2109 hours - Reports of 100 looting at the Fitness 19 and Foodmaxx at Durant
Square.
2114 hours - Fire reported at Durant Square with more than 30 looters. Units en
route there.
2128 hours - Reports of about 30 looting at the Walgreens at 301 E.18th St. Units
en route.
2129 hours - Attempted 459 at the BevMo at Jack London Square.
2131 hours - ARGUS2 reports one broken window at the Walgreen. Two looters
just exited and got into a silver car that’s fleeing north on Park Blvd. ARGUS2 is
overhead.
2134 hours - Vehicle is eastbound on 580 from 14th Ave.
2137 hours - Vehicle exited Edwards and is now westbound on 580. Loss is
possibly prescription medication.
2143 hours - ARGUS2 and AIR37 lost visual of the vehicle. Air support
redirecting to the Fruitvale Station shopping center at 3000 E.9th St. FOP is clear.
Protestors still at 8th and Clay St.
2146 hours - Two looters in custody at Gamestop at Fruitvale Station. Additional
units requested. Walgreens at 81st& International getting looted.
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2150 hours - Three in custody at the GameStop.
2154 hours - ARGUS2 confirmed looting at the Walgreens.
2157 hours - Looting at the Pawn stop at 21st & Telegraph involving 10 suspects.
2200 hours – Moment of silence as officers and protestors take a knee at 8th and
Clay St.
2210 hours - Looting suspect from AT&T at 3000 E.9th St. in custody.
2211 hours - Per ACSO, mass looting and fire at the Marina Square outlets in San
Leandro.
2219 hours - The crowd of 200 at 8th and Clay went north then eastbound. Some
continued towards Broadway, others heading towards 8th and Washington.
2224 hours - Crowd is northbound Franklin St. from 8th St.
2226 hours - Front of crowd is at 11th St. They are spread out four blocks.
2227 hours - Crowd is now eastbound 11th St. Medical needed for the suspect
from the AT&T 459 at Fruitvale Station.
2237 hours - Protestors are on the steps at the Courthouse.
2244 hours - Metro PCS at 98th Ave & International getting looted.
2246 hours - Protestors sprayed graffiti on Courthouse doors. About 175 in the
group.
2251 hours - Protestors are now westbound 14th from towards Alice St. About
50 looters at Fruitvale and Foothill.
2300 hours – Firearms stolen from Richardson Tactical in Hayward. Suspect
vehicle is black Honda. ACSO reports large fire at Bayfair Mall.
2301 hours – Sideshow activity in 400 block 14th St. 80s Mustang gray in
color. It fled northbound on Broadway. Good for 23103.
2303 hours – Crowd is northbound Broadway. FOP is clear. Mustang l/p
LALO666 stopped at 22nd and Broadway. One detained.
2305 hours – Looting in 3100-3800 blocks International Blvd involving dozens of
vehicles. Kicks City getting looted. Two detained.
2311 hours – Crowd is westbound on Thomas L. Berkeley towards San Pablo
Ave. Active looting at Kicks City and additional units requested. Another
suspect taken into custody.
2315 hours - Multiple people still inside Kicks City. ACSO is sending a prisoner
transport bus to the PAB.
2317 hours - Crowd of 150-200 trying to get on 980 from 19th and Castro. Some
of crowd left eastbound on Thomas L. Berkeley. About 100 stopped at the
northbound on ramp.
2324 hours – Multiple in custody at 51st and Telegraph.
2326 hours - Crowd is eastbound on 18th St. CHP requesting OPD assistance with
blocking the on ramps at 12th and Castro and 11th and Brush.
2333 hours - OFD on scene at the structure fire. Report of someone trying to
break in through the roof the High St Pharmacy at 4248 High St. Active looting at
the Walgreens at 81st Ave and International.
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2337 hours - Walgreens by High and MacArthur overrun with looters.
2338 hours - 150-200 are northbound on Telegraph from 20th St.
2341 hours – Suspects detained at 3483 International Blvd.
2345 hours - About 20 looting at the Smart and Final on 42nd Ave. 50 looting at
Cardenas on High St.
2349 hours - Assistance from CHP requested at 27th and Northgate. About 100
protestors are taking over the intersection. CHP is on scene. Skirmish line
established.
2353 hours - Level 2 UOF at Bancroft and High St. 1-2 additional units
requested. Cardenas Security advised looters were armed with handguns.
(Later upgraded to Level 1).
2355 hours - Six in custody for looting the shoe store next to Cardenas
Market. Units are clearing the shoe store.
0005 hours - Vehicles parked around EOC vandalized.
0007 hours - Looting at High and International, units requested to clear the
O’Reilly’s. Suspects detained.
0008 hours - Crowd is northbound Telegraph from 27th St.
0154 hours - Numerous suspects inside business at 1055 3rd St. ARGUS
0202 hours - 150+ cars are driving around the Fruitvale and International
corridors, possibly casing locations.
0211 hours - Possible shots fired from a vehicle at 1620 High St. Officers not
injured. Suspect vehicle is newer model red in color that fled east on Bancroft
from Bond. Around the same time a suspect on the roof at 4505 Bond pointed a
laser pointer at officers.
0220 hours - O’Reilly Auto Parts at 4240 International looted again.
0223 hours - Silver Acura with female black driver was looting in the 3300 block
International Blvd.
0227 hours - Vehicle associated with numerous burglaries fled from the 3800
block International Blvd.
0229 hours - Vehicle is at the onramp at 580 and 35th. Vehicle hit the island and
is disabled. Suspects carjacked a white van that is getting on 580 westbound. It
turned back around and is now on surface streets. Pursuit authorized. Suspects
abandoned the carjacked van at the dead end of Quigley St., west of 39th
Ave. One suspect detained. Outstanding suspect is a male Hispanic, 5’8, beanie,
hoodie, thin build. Units setting up a perimeter and search team.
0333 hours - Four looting suspects detained at the T-Mobile at 3509
International.
0333 hours - Units requested for 15 looters at the Home Depot at 4000 Alameda
Ave.
0336 hours - Suspect at Home Depot possibly armed with a machete.
0344 hours - About 50 cars and 100 people looting a marijuana grow at 944 85th
Ave.
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0350 hours - 2 burglary suspects detained 3077 E.15th St.
0355 hours - Looting at 81st Ave at the U-haul and dispensary
0401 hours - Units searched the 3900 block Quigley St where the carjacking
suspect fled with negative results.
0413 hours - 4 looting suspects detained in the 8400 block Amelia. Two more
detained in the 8300 block San Leandro.

PAB Shooting Arrests, William St. & San Pablo Ave.







0011 hours - Shots fired at officers the PAB. No injuries. Suspect vehicle is white
Lexus with black fenders.
0014 hours - Vehicle is at 18th/19th and San Pablo Ave but it is blacked
out. Female driver CA- 8MGU408. Suspects ran north.
0019 hours - One suspect is a male black, black and white sweater, black
jeans. Two female black suspects, one with ponytail, blue cap, yellow sweater
and plaid dress. The second in a black dress, white shoes. Less lethal being
deployed at windows.
0020 hours - Perimeter and search teams being mobilized.
0047 hours - Three suspects in custody and identified via video and photos.

459 Marijuana Dispensary Arrests, 7th & Filbert St.






0106 hours - Vehicle shooting at Jack London St. involving a dark green Toyota
RAV4, blacked out
0108 hours - Possible vehicle is northbound Filbert St from 7th St. pulling into
parking stall at the Acorns. ARGUS and CHP overhead. ARGUS observed three
occupants flee on foot.
0114 hours - Three suspects detained.
0133 hours - Loss items from the burglary of the Marijuana Dispensary at 417 4th
St recovered in the RAV4.
0142 hours - Firearm recovered in the 900 block 8th St.

EOC closed at 0430 hours.
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1 Jun 20:
On Monday, June 1st, there were two scheduled events.
First there was “Covid-19 to Cops: We Can’t Breathe Caravan”. Start time was approx. 1200
hours and to meet at the State Building, located in the 1400 block of Clay St. This event was
handled by OPD Motors. Please see the below schedule of events:




1200-1245 hours – Rally at the State Building (1400 block Clay St.)
1315-1400 hours – Speak out at Fruitvale Plaza
1430-1500 hours – Rally at Coliseum BART Station parking lot

The second scheduled event was the “George Floyd Solidarity March”. This event was handled
by OPD MFF. Please see the below schedule of events:


1600 hours – The group was to gather at Oakland Tech High School, located in
the 4300 block of Broadway. The event was advertised as a non-violent for our
community and families. There are planned speeches at 1615 hours, followed by
spoken word poetry. At 1630 hours, the plan was to march down Broadway and
arrive at Frank Ogawa Plaza at 1730 hours for additional speeches and spoken
word poetry. The projected end time was 1800 hours

The following is a timeline of the significant events for Monday, June 1st.










1130 hours – The Oakland Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is operational
1220 hours – 8M75 (Motors supervisor) made contact with the organizer of the
vehicle caravan. He was advised the route of the caravan would be eastbound
around Lake Merritt (1 lap) and then to the Fruitvale Station. Approx. 30
vehicles.
1257 hours – After a few speeches were completed, the caravan departed. The
lead vehicle was a red Big Rig truck.
1302 hours – The caravan traveled eastbound 14th St. The group stayed together
and were moving very slowly.
1335 hours - The caravan did not make a lap of Lake Merritt and proceeded to
Fruitvale Station.
1412 hours – The caravan arrived at Fruitvale Station. Approx. 50-75 people
present.
1436 hours – Speeches completed.
1552 hours – The organizers advised OPD the event was done, and they do not
plan to caravan to the Oakland Coliseum BART Station or another location.

End of first scheduled event.
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Start of second scheduled event for Monday, June 1st at Oakland Tech High School (4300
block Broadway)

























1600 hours – The crowd is estimated to be about 2000-3000 people. The group is
in and around the high school. Traffic control is requested for the event.
1610 hours – Request to AC Transit to re-route the bus lines close to the event.
1628 hours – ARGUS is requested for the event.
1656 hours – ARGUS estimates the crowd has increased to approx. 5000 people.
1700 hours – There are reports of a large crowd of people a Piedmont
Ave./Monte Vista Ave. with baseball bats.
1703 hours – Organizers of the event advised the march will begin in approx. 5
minutes and will only march to Frank Ogawa Plaza and not the PAB.
1721 hours – The march begins.
1729 hours – The crowd is estimated to have stretched out to about a mile long.
1734 hours – The crowd is now estimated to be approx. 10,000 people.
1800 hours – The crowd is entering Frank Ogawa Plaza.
1811 hours – EOC receives intel that people may “take over” the courthouse
later tonight. ACSO is notified.
1829 hours – ARGUS now estimates the crowd to be approx. 15,000 people.
1848 hours – Crowd appears to be peaceful.
1851 hours – Reports of a group of 12-13, who were “masked up” and ran
towards the PAB from Washington St.
1854 hours – The group is now on Franklin St., approaching the PAB.
1901 hours – The group is beginning to thin out, approx. 8000 people.
1909 hours – The group appeared to have splintered into 3 separate groups. A
third went Northbound on Broadway. Another third went Southbound Broadway
and the final third went Westbound. A sound truck associated with the event left
Westbound 14th St.
1913 hours – Approx. 300 people left at Frank Ogawa Plaza.
1916 hours – Approx. 1000 people arrived in the 800 block of Broadway.
1918 hours – ARGUS reports CHP may lose the 18th St. onramp to the 980
freeway to the crowd of people.
1921 hours – Crowd 1 (8th/Broadway) is now going Northbound on Castro St.
1923 hours – Reports of people in crowd 1 (8th/Broadway) are putting on gas
masks. No children or elderly people observed in the crowd.
1924 hours – Crowd 2 is now approaching San Pablo Ave. from Castro St. And
continue to travel Eastbound on W. Grand Ave. (still approx. 200).

1930-2115 hours, Skirmish lines, Violence and Gas Deployments
 1936 hours – Crowd 1 is throwing rock/bottles at officers at 8th and Broadway.
Multiple gas deployments. Announcements to the crowd can be heard.
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1941 hours – Crowd 1 is dispersing (8th/Broadway). Half the crowd went
Northbound Franklin St. and other half went Northbound Washington St.
1944 hours – Reports of a MW, red hat, black t-s with white design, wearing a
backpack, standing at 8th/Washington St. It appeared the crowd was surrounding
him, and he was removing something from his backpack.
1945 hours – BART closes the 12th St. and 19th St. BART stations.
1946 hours – MW with red had appears to have a Molotov cocktail.
1948 hours – Skirmish line set up at 8th St. and Washington St.
1949 hours – OFD reports an Auto/Ped accident at 14th St./ Broadway.
1951 hours – Arrests are made at the Southwest corner of 8th St./Washington St.
1959 hours – Skirmish line is moved up mid-block, 800 block Broadway.
2002 hours – Reports of 200-300 people assembled at Frank Ogawa Plaza.
2003 hours – A portion of the main group (approx. 400), appear to be peaceful
and are approaching Oakland Tech High School.
2005 hours – Suspects observed making Molotov cocktails at 9th St./Broadway by
a MW wearing a red bandana.
2008 hours – ARGUS provided curfew orders to the remaining group.
2013 hours – TNT has been giving curfew orders to various groups of people.
2020 hours – 30-40 protesters were detained in the 1400 block of Broadway for
curfew violations.
2029 hours – Crowd 2 was at W. Grand Ave. (approx. 50)
2036 hours – Crowd 2 is stopped at 28th St./Telegraph Ave.
2039 hours – CHP is attempting to detain a group that ran onto freeway at 27th
St./Northgate Ave.
2040 hours – Another group of approx. 50 people on Sycamore St.
2043 hours – Crowd 2 is moving Southbound in the 2500 block of Telegraph Ave.
2044 hours – 4 taken into custody at Valley St./24th St.
2051 hours – Reports of a large group of people attempting to overturn vehicles
at 27th St./Telegraph Ave.
2105 hours – ARGUS reports they are unable to locate any large crowds of
people.
2107 hours – 7 taken into custody in the 2600 block of Telegraph Ave.
2121 hours – Received reports a Richmond PD officer was shot at Hilltop Mall
(later determined not to be shot. They were assaulted with a vehicle). Fremont
PD is in pursuit of a gray SUV, wanted for assaulting an officer on the 880
freeway. ARGUS is en-route to assist.
2134 hours – Reports of looting at Smoakland marijuana dispensary, located at
7805 Edgewater Dr. Units dispatched to investigate numerous looting calls for
service in East Oakland. Reports of looting at the Walgreen’s at 81st
Ave./International Blvd.
2139 hours – Reports of looting at a clothing store in the 3500 block of
International Blvd.
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2147 hours – Reports of looting at 90th Ave./International Blvd. at Harry’s Liquor
Store.
2153 hours – It appears Harry’s Liquors has been looted and a majority of the
merchandise inside has been taken.
2158 hours – Reports of 701 Kennedy St. was being looted.
2159 hours – ARGUS was following a 459 PC vehicle, Southbound 880
Freeway/66th Ave.
2204 hours – Reports of a male shot in the leg, at 926 85th Ave.
2206 hours – Officers hear numerous gunshots in the 900 block of 85th Ave.,
while on scene.
2209 hours – Reports of a shooting in the 8400 block of Amelia St., in or near an
apartment complex.
2239 hours – Reports of possible Sideshow activity near Kevin Ct., approx. 40-50
vehicles.
2240 hours – Reports of a group of 40 vehicles on Hegenberger Rd. Possible 211
PC and 459 PC vehicle among the group of vehicles.
2247 hours – A marijuana dispensary located at 2109 Fredrick St. is being broken
into by a group of unknown people. Security guards are reported to be locked
inside. No entry made; group fled the scene.
2251 hours – Reports of a 459 PC/212.5 PC at 4901 E.12th St. Suspects trying to
gain entry into the business, while a victim is inside.
2254 hours – ACSO advised suspects may have entered a business on Kevin Ct.
2302 hours – Delta Tango Team detains/arrests a 459 PC suspect at 3418
International Blvd.
2306 hours – Officers spot a possible stolen vehicle from the San Leandro car
dealership on International Blvd. No other wants, vehicle fled the area.
2330 hours – Red Dodge Charger stolen from the San Leandro car dealership is
recovered in the 300 block of Stoneford Ave., unoccupied.
0017 hours – Reports of a 459 PC of a marijuana grow at 8400 Baldwin St.
0019 hours – White Dodge Charger fled from officers arriving at 8400 Baldwin St.
The vehicle crashed at 95th Ave./Edes Ave., 3 suspects fled from the vehicle and
into adjacent yards.
0037 hours – A victim is located on Hegenberger Place, with a GSW to the neck
and appears deceased.
0047 hours – Code 7 suspect taken into custody at 71 Herbert Guice way. A Taser
deployment was documented.

EOC closed at 0053 hours
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2 Jun 20:
There were two events today:
OPD became aware of the first incident via social media posts made on 2Jun20 before noon.
The posters requested that protestors converge at the PAB at 1600 hours (Group 1).












1609 hours - Protestors began to converge in the 800 block of Broadway.
At the peak, there were 200-300 protestors. Some sat down in the intersection.
Officers established skirmish line along the southern boundary of the
intersection at 8th and Broadway.
Group 1 was primarily located in the 800 block on Broadway outside of the
Starbucks.
1751 hours - Group 1 moved south towards the skirmish line and began to yell in
officers’ faces.
1852 hours - Group 1 began to march eastbound on 8th St. The farthest they
went was 17th St. & Lakeside Dr.
1937 hours - Group 1 landed back in FOP. At this point, there were 500-600 in
FOP in the amphitheater.
1952 hours - Group 1 began to disperse. Social media postings suggest this was
due to the curfew.
1958 hours - About 100-150 went southbound and back to the 800 block
Broadway.
They continued to slowly disperse over the next few hours as officers monitored
the crowd.
2143 hours - There were about 50 left.

The second event was posted on social media the evening before by the group By Any Means
Necessary (BAMN) for protestors to meet at 34th and International Blvd at 1700 hours for a
march and rally until 2300 hours (Group 2).










1720 hours - There were 75 protestors gathered at 34th and International in De
La Fuente Plaza/Fruitvale Village.
1727 hours - Group 2 began marching and were described as peaceful.
They marched as far as High and International.
1815 hours - Group 2 returned to De La Fuente Plaza.
1818 hours - Group 2 was estimated at 100-150.
1917 hours - Group 2 began to slowly disperse.
1956 hours - Group 2 S/B Broadway at 9th Street. About 100.
2007 hours - Crowd 2 at 8th/Broadway. About 150 total.
2018 hours - Blue van driving in circles at 8th/Broadway. Driving on wrong side of
road.
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2020 hours - Blue Prius doing same as above.
2100 hours - Per Traffic units, downtown area clear.
2108 hours - FOP Clear.
2116 to 2201 hours - Units deployed to areas of looting from previous nights. All
clear.
2202 hours - Code 33 for murder suspect vehicle. Suspect fled form vehicle but
was detained quickly.

EOC CLOSED at 0000 hours
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3 Jun 20:
We had two large and peaceful protests today with no issues.
1. One at Mosswood Park which mostly consisted of doctors and nurses on their
lunch breaks.
2. The other was a “Walking in Unity” march around Lake Merritt with about 1,000
people. (1200 hours)
A crowd gathered at FOP reaching a high of 8,000 attendees listening to speakers. The area in
and around the intersection of 14th & Broadway was blocked to traffic for nearly six hours. No
violence occurred but City buildings and the FOP grounds were vandalized. Laser pointers were
a significant issue for news and law enforcement helicopters.























1627 hours - Thousands gathered at Mission High in San Francisco. Numerous
posts that attendees from there will come to the sit-in at 14th and Broadway
tonight.
1700 hours - EOC open. EOC briefing at 1800 hours.
1740 hours - No reports of protests so far.
1751 hours - Reports of a group of 400 on Grand Ave by Lake Merritt. Units en
route.
1758 hours - Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP) is clear.
1815 hours - EOC briefing complete. Next one will be at 2000 hours.
1817 hours - About 20 in FOP, slowly growing.
1832 hours - About 50 in FOP.
1840 hours - Critical incident involving a barricaded suspect armed with a rifle in
the 5700 block Harmon Ave was peacefully resolved. The suspect surrendered.
1843 hours - About 300 in FOP (Group 1) and growing.
1905 hours - Group painting "Defund the Police" on the sidewalk in FOP.
1920 hours - Crowd size estimated at 700+
1931 hours - Crowd size is 1000+ and many individuals had wooden shields.
1937 hours - Crowd size is 1500 and growing rapidly.
1940 hours - 100 at Rashidah Mohammed Park 20th St. and Williams St.
1956 hours - Black van, tan van and white van with solar panels seen dropping
off boxes that say "flammable liquid" as well as shields, rocks and gas cans.
2000 hours - Crowd just moved into the intersection of 14th/Broadway.
2001 hours - Bart closing 12th St. station.
2002 hours - Male on 880 above PAB pumps carrying bottle.
2003 hours - Male had a T-shirt covering the bottle…. Likely Molotov cocktail.
2004 hours - Black truck on 17th San Pablo, driver left truck to join protest.
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2006 hours - Crowd estimated at 3000, standing in intersection of 14th St. and
Broadway.
2012 hours – CA-83702H2 Chevy Utility truck seen unloading flammable
materials.
2018 hours - No change, white pickup truck with PA addressing the crowd.
2021 hours - There is a drone at approx. the same altitude as Argus at 8th St. and
Broadway.
2022 hours - Facebook posts say the organizers plan to hold 14th and Broadway
for 2 hours.
2026 hours - Drone operator is on 12th St. and Broadway. Male black, 20's,
5'10", gray cap.
2039 hours - Bart reopening 12th St. (only 1 side).
2040 hours - Another vehicle (dark sedan) stopped on 880 above the PAB.
2042 hours - Drone over the PAB.
2048 hours - Crowd size approx. 5000-6000 covering entire intersection of 14th
St. and Broadway.
2051 hours - Argus being hit by lasers from someone on the N/E corner of 14th
St. and Broadway.
2053 hours - ABC news helicopter also being hit by a green laser from someone
in the crowd. The helicopter is being pulled off the assignment after lasers.
2059 hours - The driver of the black truck seen unloading boxes of flammable
liquid has been taken into custody.
2111 hours - The crowd size is estimated at 7,500.
2114 hours - Below is views of the laser being shined on the Channel 7
helicopter.
2115 hours - Both subjects I/C for flammable liquids were wearing body armor.
2122 hours - Strong green laser from Telegraph/18th St. CHP air being hit 10-15x
per minute.
2127 hours - CHP H30 taking 5 different lasers from different locations.
2130 hours - Twitter user driving around identifying locations of police assets.
2137 hours - BART working on a 245 stabbing at 12th St. Station. Antioch train,
unknown if related to protest.
2142 hours - City Attorney staff receiving threatening phone calls - report being
taken.
2142 hours - Groups is stationary at 14th and Broadway and is 7,500-8,000. 14th
and Jefferson is clear.
2147 hours - Lasers being pointed at CHP from multiple locations. Has been
happening for the last 20 minutes.
2149 hours - Group of 100-150 people gathering up in formation at 12th and
Broadway facing S/B.
2155 hours - Per organizers, at 2200 they will head home.
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2156 hours - Reports of explosions and loud bangs near Piedmont Ave per
Piedmont PD.
2157 hours - Group facing South on Broadway is now 300.
2203 hours - Bart 245 stabbing is I/C. Suspect was fighting on the train before
12th St.
2212 hours - Per Bart, Mission St. Precinct SF taking Molotov cocktails.
2217 hours - Lots of movement in group, possibly done with speeches.
2222 hours - Main group is thinning out.
2223 hours - Graffiti on City Hall.
2225 hours - People leaving in each direction, protests have been peaceful.
2227 hours - Vehicles lined up on 14th St. blocking roadway west of intersection.
2231 hours - Crowd size at 1000-1200.
2233 hours - Group facing PAB, some wearing helmets and have shields-Per U/C
Units.
2239 hours - Crowd of 700 now, still peaceful.
2240 hours - Group forming at 15th St. and Broadway.
2246 hours - Crowd is down to 500 spread out in three main groups, on
Broadway at 13th, Broadway at 14th and Broadway at 15th St.
2254 hours - The group at 13th and Broadway is gone. Group is 500-600 at 14th
St. and Broadway.
2313 hours - Group down to 300.
2316 hours - Group pulled out a "fukkk your curfew" shield over 4' tall.
2332 hours- Group down to 150.
2334 hours - Agitator group is on the move.
2335 hours - City Administrator threats RD 20-027415.
2337 hours - Agitators on the move… UC units watching.
2338 hours - Scattered group of 100 between FOP and 14th and Broadway
2344 hours - 50 still in the street, another 50 on sidewalks/plaza.
2344 hours - Vehicles beginning to drive down Broadway.
2348 hours - Agitator group of 5 loading stuff onto a van at 16th St. and San
Pablo Ave.
0001 hours - About 20-25 people remaining in the intersection.
0013 hours - About 5-10 people now standing around waiting for rides home.

EOC closed at 0028 hours
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4 Jun 20:
There were three events publicized for this date.
1. Peaceful sit-in to “End Police Brutality” in Frank Ogawa Plaza (FOP) scheduled for
1600 hours
2. Healthcare Providers “Kneel In” at FOP scheduled at 1730 hours.
3. March and rally at FOP by By Any Means Necessary (BAMN) at 1800 hours.

The first of three events started at 1600 and grew to about 500 by 1730 hours when the march
started. They marched north on Broadway, west on W. Grand, and south on Market St. with no
incident. As the group turned east on 14th, they encountered a CHP skirmish line. About 200
went around on 17th St while the other 300 waited in the intersection of Brush and 14 th St. After
a few minutes of communication with CHP, the overpass was reopened, and the crowd returned
to FOP. The reconvened group of 500 listened to speaker in FOP and slowly dwindled to about
200 at about 1945 hours. At about 2005 hours, the group ended their speeches and dissipated.
Units remained to ensure no crowds formed and no businesses were vandalized.






















1600 hours - EOC open.
1642 hours – About 200-250 at the City Hall amphitheater sit-in. They are
peaceful and the group size is growing slowly.
1700 hours – EOC Brief
1707 hours – End Police Brutality at FOP about 300 seated on north lawn
1725 hours – crowd is slowly growing and listening to speakers
1730 hours – Fremont has a march going with about 300.
1732 hours – estimated at 350
1740 hours – healthcare workers were at 16th & San Pablo with about 40-50
1756 hours – crowd is standing up, about 500
1758 hours – EB through breezeway to 15th & Broadway, NB telegraph Ave
1800 hours – Health Care Worker event doesn’t look like it’s occurring
1803 hours – march is NB telegraph approaching 20th
1806 hours – Hayward is having a march in their city
1810 hours – AC transit redirected from Broadway, FOP clear
1811 hours – WB on W. Grand approaching Northgate, about 500
1815 hours – TNT in contact with marching group, they plan to do a loop and
return to FOP
1816 hours – WB W. Grand passing West
1817 hours – 10 Apparent healthcare workers leaving FOP, EB 14th St
1820 hours – SB Market passing 21st St.
1824 hours – tail end is now on Market, front is at 18th St, taking up all lanes
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1828 hours – marching EB 14th St, still about 500
1831 hours – CHP blocking 14th St overpass, trying to get CHP to open up to
allow crowd to FOP
1837 hours – front of march is EB on 17th toward MLK, about 300 remain at 18th
& Brush in standoff with CHP
1842 hours – another group crossed at 17th
1844 hours – second group is now SB Broadway from 17th at about 350
1845 hours – 14th St is open, and crowd is now crossing, CHP cars are pulled to
the side.
1849 hours – entire crowd is across freeway; group is starting to reconvene at
FOP
1854 hours – tail end is entering FOP
1900 hours – listening to speakers again, crowd appears smaller at 300
1915 hours – crowd still holding at FOP
1915 hours – El Cerrito has a march with 150, SB at Bayview and San Pablo Ave
1925 hours – still speaking at FOP, holding about 250
1930 hours – EOC briefing
1944 hours – still speaking, about 200, 4A50 924 for fuel
2005 hours – crowd dispersed, about 30 remaining in groups of 2-3
2050 hours – units are doing security checks in business districts
2052 hours – about 20 in FOP, some regulars

EOC closed at 2100 hours
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Appendix B

(Daily Open Source Information)

29 May 20:
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31 May 20:

We will be holding a car caravan for #GeorgeFloyd and #BreonnaTaylor. We will gather in the parking
lot at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park at 7th St and Middle Harbor Road at the Port of Oakland. We will
have some signs or you can bring your own.
Once the lot fills, please line up on 7th St, between Port View Park and Middle Harbor Park, facing
Middle Harbor Park (map posted on Facebook event page).
Please wear masks when your windows are open and stay in your cars. If you have to get out to post
signs, please remember to keep 6 ft apart.
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(Tango Team Inventory Sheets)
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